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Introduction 

The concerns about climate change and the mitigation measures to decrease 

greenhouse gas emissions, have brought about the need to implement renewable 

energies at a large scale. However, due to the intermittent nature of renewable 

sources, this can only be achieved with the ability to efficiently store energy. Among 

the various energy conversion/storage systems at hand, electrochemical storage 

and more specifically batteries are well-positioned to satisfy these needs, but 

research to meet the application needs is still urgently required. The crucial role of 

batteries in a society based on renewable energy further includes the global electric 

mobility, in which batteries determine the driving range of an electric vehicle. On 

top of these recent developments, batteries have become a critical component in 

mobile electronics e.g. mobile phones, laptops and drones, which itself is an ever - 

growing market. This stresses the importance of battery research and 

development.1, 2 

 

Li-ion batteries 

Batteries are electrochemical devices able to convert chemical energy into 

electrical energy and vice versa. A battery consists of a positive and a negative 

electrode, electrolyte and connectors/current collectors. Batteries operate via 

redox reactions taking place at the electrodes causing an internal flow of ions, and 

supplying an external flow of electrons (electric current). Fig. 1.1 shows a 

schematic of a Li-ion battery. A conventional Li-ion battery consists of a lithium 

metal oxide or phosphate as a positive electrode, and a negative electrode 

consisting of graphite. The electrodes are physically separated by a porous polymer 

membrane which is soaked with electrolyte. The electrolyte, a lithium salt dissolved 

in an organic solvent, allows Li-ions to shuttle between the two electrodes but is a 

poor electrical conductor, and thus does not provide a pathway for electrons. The 

current collectors are metal foils that facilitate the electron transport and do not 

store Li themselves. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of a Li-ion battery. The negative electrode is a graphitic carbon that 

stores Li between its layers, whereas the positive electrode is a lithium transition metal oxide 

with a layered structure. Both electrodes are able to reversibly insert and remove Li-ions 

from their respective structures. On discharge, Li-ions are extracted or deintercalated from 

the graphite and intercalated into the layered oxide compound. The process is reversed on 

charge. The electrodes are separated by a nonaqueous electrolyte that transports Li-ions 

between the electrodes. Reprinted from ref. [2], with permission from AAAS. 

 

Theoretical considerations 

The driving force enabling discharge is the chemical potential difference between 

the negative and positive electrode, or equivalently in electrochemical equilibrium 

their electron fermi level difference. When a battery is fully charged, all Li is stored 

in the negative electrode at a high chemical potential state relative to the positive 

electrode. Therefore the Li-ions diffusing from the negative electrode can react at 

the positive electrode, thereby lowering the systems’ energy. However, due to the 
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presence of electrolyte between the electrodes, only Li-ions are able to travel 

through while electrons are blocked. By connecting the current collectors of the two 

sides externally, electrons are now able to follow the Li-ion motion and travel to the 

positive side, delivering power. Whenever the battery circuit is shorted, this 

process occurs spontaneous (discharge). This situation is depicted in Fig. 1.1, 

where the negative electrode donates electrons (anode) and the positive electrode 

accept electrons (cathode). In open circuit and in equilibrium the electric field 

between positive and negative electrode just compensates the difference in 

chemical potential and the electrochemical potential is zero. During discharge the 

reduced electrical potential makes that more Li ions can flow from anode to 

cathode. During charge, energy is required to force Li-ions back to the energetically 

less favorable side. Therefore a potential is applied to drive the Li ions from the 

positive electrode to the negative. In literature the negative and positive electrode 

are generally referred to as the anode and cathode, respectively, although the 

opposite will be true during charging the battery,.  

 

Cell potential 

When the electronic circuit is open, no current can flow and therefore there cannot 

be a net force acting on the mobile charged species in the electrolyte. The chemical 

driving force upon the ionic species that arises from the difference in chemical 

potential of the electrodes in the cell is balanced by an electrostatic force in the 

opposite direction. This can be expressed as an energy balance the difference of 

Gibbs free energy (expressed per mole) associated with the overall reaction in the 

cell, ΔG, and the electrostatic energy of a mole of electrically charged species, -zFE. 

Here z is the charge number (1 for Li+), F the faraday constant, i.e. the charge of a 

mole of species with the elemental charge, and E the cell voltage. The expression for 

the cell voltage therefore is:3 

 

E = -ΔG/zF 

 

Although the (open circuit) voltage can be derived from these theoretical 

considerations, during actual battery operation non-equilibrium conditions apply. 

Different kinetic mechanisms can limit battery performance and influence the 

(working) voltage. These processes are associated with e.g. the electronic 

conductivity, ionic transport through the electrolyte, the charge transfer reaction 

over the electrolyte/electrode interface, and the solid-state transport process (Li-

ion diffusion in the electrode particle). Which of the mechanisms is rate limiting 

depends on the applied current as well as on morphological properties of the 

electrodes such as electrode porosity, tortuosity and (particle) size etc.4 
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Improving battery performance 

Battery performance is often quantified by the power and energy density and cycle 

life. Other important parameters include safety, environmental friendliness and 

cost. Which of these properties is of primary importance depends on the 

application. For example mobile applications prioritize very light and energy dense 

batteries (energy density). Energy density quantifies the amount of energy stored 

per unit of weight (gravimetric), volume (volumetric), or costs. Power density, on 

the other hand, quantifies how fast this energy can be available and is measured in 

energy per time (power), per weight unit. It should, however, be noted that in 

scientific literature often the less practical specific capacity is reported, which gives 

the amount of charge stored per unit of weight of active material. 

Lithium‐ion batteries were first commercialized in 1990. The first 

generation had more than double the energy density of nickel or lead batteries (Li-

ion battery predecessors). However, both existing and emerging applications, as 

discussed in the previous paragraph, demand even better performance metrics in 

terms of energy/power density, price, safety and environmental impact. As a 

consequence, though the technology is mature, the pursuit for improved 

performance has never been so urgent. Over nearly three decades since the 

deployment of the Li-ion battery, it has witnessed continuous progress in design 

and electrode materials (alternatives to LiCoO2, such as LiNiCoMnO2), resulting in 

incremental improvements in performance. Nonetheless, these intercalation 

materials have intrinsic limitations in terms of capacity, which means that 

significant further improvement can only be achieved by the development of new 

electrode materials, or radical changes in electrode design.1  

Recently several Li battery concepts beyond the current graphite - metal 

oxides chemistries have received much research attention. For instance, the lithium 

sulfur battery employs a metallic Li negative electrode, and the low cost and 

abundant sulfur as positive electrode material. Furthermore the system is 

interesting from the high energy density point of view, however, it comes with 

many challenges (materials related) which need to be addressed (Chapter 2).1, 5 

Another route toward improved energy density focusses on the electrode 

fabrication and design. Although this approach does not receive even a fraction of 

the attention given to material research, it is a viable and important route for 

improvement. This material independent route involves finding new methods for 

creating thick and mechanical stable electrode layers so that the energy density on 

cell level is improved by achieving a higher ratio of active over inactive material in 

a battery.6  
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Outline and goals of this thesis 

This thesis revolves around the characterization, understanding and development 

of high energy density Li-ion batteries. This is done by investigating a possible 

successor of current Li-ion technology, the Li-S battery, and through the 

development of a method for electrode fabrication to achieve higher energy density 

on the cell level. 

The goal in chapter 2 is to elucidate the working principle behind the Li-S 

battery, particularly regarding the extremely poor electronic conductivity of sulfur. 

Lithiation of an electrode traditionally requires both Li-ions and electrons to diffuse 

into the material and therefore moderate to good ionic and electronic conductivity 

is considered a prerequisite for active materials. This requirement in this case is 

not met, which seems to conflict with the high level of performance of Li-S batteries.  

The next two chapters cover the characterization of Li-ion batteries in 

general, and the Li-S battery in particular. In chapter 3 an overview of the various 

in situ characterization methods available to study Li-ion batteries is provided, 

along with the recent developments in this field. In situ methods are critical in the 

field of battery research as they allow measurements on fully assembled cells. 

However, this often means that standard lab/commercial cells require 

modifications to become compatible with the technique. These modification are 

reviewed, and the relevance that the data obtained from specially designed cells 

have for conventional batteries is critically discussed.  

In chapter 4 an advanced method for battery diagnosis, neutron depth 

profiling, was applied to perform operando measurements on Li-S batteries. This 

technique was selected as it is able to probe lithium in the working electrode as well 

as (part of) the electrolyte in a cell. This is a unique feature and especially relevant 

to Li-S cells because of their ‘liquid’ character, i.e. many electrochemical processes 

during operation are thought to take place in the electrolyte. Investigating the 

processes at different length scales starting from battery current collector, active 

layer to electrolyte interface has never been possible to date, which impedes further 

progress in Li-S batteries. In this chapter the NDP technique was brought forward 

to do this and was applied to visualize and validate the working principle of a novel 

strategy based on a chemical adsorption route which has been recently discovered 

as an effective way to enhance Li-S cell performance. 

The last part of this thesis (chapter 5) covers the development of high 

energy density batteries from a device-level approach. The goal is to fabricate 

electrodes with high storage capacity per electrode surface area that are 

mechanically robust, with high ionic and electronic conduction throughout the 

electrodes, resulting in high performing electrodes. This allows the electrode 

thickness in batteries to be increased, which reduces the amount of inactive 
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material in the cell, thus improving the energy density. A method based on mature 

technology from the membrane industry is presented for electrode fabrication, and 

the origins of the enhanced mechanical integrity and performance of the obtained 

electrodes were investigated. 
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There is a growing demand for high energy density batteries due to the increasing 

use of portable electronics, the necessity to cope with the fluctuating output of 

renewable energy sources, and to power electric vehicles.[1] As Li-ion batteries 

approach the limit of their performance, much attention is focused on battery 

systems beyond current Li-ion insertion technology. Among the next-generation 

battery systems, many consider lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries closest to succeeding 

Li-ion technology.[2] Due to sulfur’s high theoretical uptake capacity of lithium and 

its abundancy, Li-S batteries offer the potential of higher energy densities and lower 

cost. However, the system is still hampered by issues that are mainly ascribed to 

the high solubility of the intermediate lithium polysulfide species, to side-reactions 

at the lithium anode, and to the low conductivity of both S and Li2S.[3] To tackle the 

problems associated with Li-S batteries it is key to have a profound understanding 

of the underlying mechanisms during battery operation. The (de)lithiation process 

in a Li-S battery involves a complicated series of electrochemical steps, and also 

includes (purely chemical) polysulfide disproportionation reactions and the 

presence of radicals.[4] 

Although much is known about the general reactions taking place during 

battery operation, many questions still exist regarding the processes at the 

microscopic particle level. Those questions are especially related to the initial step, 

which is the reduction of electronically insulating sulfur into (soluble) polysulfides 

(PS). The electrical conductivity of sulfur is about 5*10-18 S cm-1 [5] (this is unlike the 

often reported 10-30 S cm-1, but still highly insulating. See supporting information). 

The intrinsically non-conducting property of sulfur for both Li-ions and electrons is 

often presented as a major drawback for its use in a battery, which implies that the 

initial reduction of sulfur into PS is primarily considered a solid-state reaction. This 

is consistent with the general approach for making sulfur cathodes, which has been 

to reduce the size of the sulfur structures (at least in one dimension) and to create 

intimate contact with a porous conductive host, often carbon, to increase both the 

electronic and ionic conductivity of the electrode.[6] However it has been shown that 

Li-S batteries based on micron-sized sulfur particles, or on non-mixed C/S 

electrodes, can be readily cycled.[7] Actually several studies have shown that the 

particle morphology of sulfur and the mixing degree of carbon and sulfur has little 

influence on the electrochemical performance of the electrodes.[8] This seems to be 

in fundamental conflict with the extremely insulating nature of sulfur, as it would 

hinder diffusion of both electrons and ions over the associated relatively long 

distances, and therefore should be reflected in the battery performance.  

Apart from the large resistance associated with solid-state reduction, 

another effect seems to impede this process. It can be reasoned that the lithiation 

will commence at the interface of sulfur, carbon, and the electrolyte, as the diffusion 
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paths for the charged species through the sulfur itself are virtually zero. However, 

it is generally accepted that the reaction products are highly soluble in organic 

solvents, and therefore the result will be that the contact points of the (big) sulfur 

particles with the carbon matrix will effectively dissolve during this process (Fig. 

2.1). This would be detrimental to the required electronic connection in the 

electrode, and makes further solid-state reduction of sulfur hardly imaginable. To 

the authors’ best knowledge, this phenomenon or the possible ways in which the 

sulfur particles and carbon host remain in proper contact despite this effect, are not 

addressed in literature. 

 

 
Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of a sulfur particle as part of a composite electrode 

(binder and electrolyte not shown) during the early stage of lithiation, with the supposed 

deterioration of the contact of the particle with the conducting matrix. 

 

Given the aforementioned considerations, it seems justified to speculate that simple 

dissolution of elemental sulfur (S80(sol)) plays a fundamental role in the lithiation 

process in Li-S batteries. Surprisingly, the dissolution of sulfur into the electrolyte 

is only rarely considered as a relevant phenomenon in the cycling of Li-S batteries. 

Although several modeling papers hypothesize the dissolution of sulfur as the 

initial step in the lithiation process,[9] most of the recent review articles on Li-S 

batteries do not explicitly mention the dissolution of sulfur with regards to the 

cycling mechanism.[3, 10] Only Xu et al.[11] stated that dissolved sulfur facilitates the 

reduction process to some degree. The limited consideration given to this process 

in literature is probably because it is generally known that sulfur only poorly 

dissolves in organic solvents and therefore it is neglected. However, a low solubility 

does not automatically mean a low dissolution rate, which leaves the possibility 

that the dissolution rate is high enough to keep up with the electrochemical 

reactions, at least to some degree.  
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In this study several unconventional Li-S battery configurations are used 

to investigate whether sulfur dissolution can play an important role in the 

operation of liquid electrolyte Li-S cells. We furthermore speculate on other 

processes that enable the relative efficient use of sulfur in Li-S batteries, despite of 

its non-conductive characteristics. The electrochemical cells featured in this study 

intend to illustrate and elucidate specific Li-S battery mechanistic concepts. 

Remarkably, little information is available on the solubility of sulfur in organic 

solvents, especially in the context of Li-S batteries. It is known that the solubility of 

S8 in typical electrolyte solvents is in the millimolar range, and the presence of 

lithium salts generally lowers the solubility.[12] The relevant data from literature are 

listed in Table 2.1. As there is no specific data available, we started with measuring 

the solubility of sulfur in the most commonly used electrolyte for Li-S batteries. At 

room temperature 0.13 wt.% S (~5mM S8) could be dissolved in a 1:1 vol.% mixture 

of 1,3-dioxolane (DOL)/1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) containing 1M lithium 

bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (LiTFSI) and 2 wt.% LiNO3 additive. Although 

this is indeed a relatively low solubility, it should be realized that it still can cause a 

significant fraction of the active sulfur mass to dissolve into the electrolyte in a 

laboratory scale Li-S cell, depending on the ratio between the amount of electrolyte 

and the active material. For instance, in a cell that contains 40 µL electrolyte and a 

mass loading of 1 mg sulfur, approximately 5 wt.% of the total active material will 

be able to dissolve before the electrolyte is saturated. 

 

Table 2.1. Experimental solubility limit of sulfur in organic solvents/electrolytes at room 

temperature 

Solvent S8 solubility 

(wt.%) 

S8 solubility 

(mM) 

Ref. 

TEGDME 0.19 ~7.5a) [12a] 

DME  9.957 [12b] 

DME, 1M LiTFSI  3.994 [12b] 

DOL/DME 1:1 v/v, 1M LiTFSI, 2wt.% 

LiNO3 

0.13 ~5a) This work 

a)estimated solubility based on the reported value in wt.% and the density of the solvent  

 

To investigate the role of sulfur dissolution under realistic conditions but at the 

same time excluding solid-state reduction (in the first cycle), a special configuration 

was used. In this battery sulfur powder was electrically insulated from the 

conducting carbon current collector by the application of an additional separator, 

placed between the sulfur powder and the current collector (see Fig. 2.2a). Both 

separators were wetted with electrolyte. Indeed it was found that such cells can be 

cycled. Obviously, as there is no electrical connection between the sulfur and the 
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current collector, the sulfur must have dissolved into the electrolyte and diffused 

through the (25µm thick) separator to the current collector where it can react. Fig. 

2.2b shows the voltage output during the first lithiation for different current rates. 

An apparent voltage dip at the beginning of discharge can be observed, which 

becomes larger with increasing C-rate. Batteries tested at a rate of C/10 and higher, 

rapidly reached the lower cut off voltage and therefore couldn’t be cycled (not 

shown). It was decided to keep the 1.8V cut off in place to rule out any reduction of 

the LiNO3 additive.[13] Based on the ‘normal’ voltage output during the subsequent 

discharge cycles, without voltage dip (Fig. 2.2c), sulfur has formed on the carbon 

current collector after the first charge. This statement is further supported by the 

observation that no sulfur residue was present between the separators in charged 

cells that were opened after long term cycling. Remarkably, despite this large 

displacement of sulfur across the separator in the first cycle(s), the batteries 

typically become stable and show significant capacities. For instance, a cell cycled 

at C/20 reaches a capacity of 500 mAh g-1, with a very high coulombic efficiency 

(Fig. 2.2d) although starting from a configuration with completely electronically 

insulated S. 
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Figure 2.2. a) Schematic presentation of the tested cell. b) Voltage response during the first 

lithiation as a function of normalized capacity for different C-rates, the arrow indicate the 

lowest point of the voltage dip. c) First 1.5 cycle of a cell cycled at C/20. d) Discharge capacity 

and coulombic efficiency as a function of cycle number tested at C/20. e,f) First discharge of 

cells containing electrolyte which is saturated with sulfur. The red and black line correspond 

to a battery with no additional solid sulfur, and with additional solid sulfur between the 

separators, respectively. The voltage is plotted e) as a function of normalized discharge 

capacity, and f) as a function of time. Both cells were discharged with the same absolute 

current. The arrows indicate the same point during the measurement. 

 

To investigate whether the aberrant output voltage during the first lithiation is a 

fundamental effect of S8 reacting as a dissolved species, or has to do with the deviant 

location of solid sulfur in the battery, a battery based solely on dissolved sulfur was 

tested. The voltage characteristic of that cell, of which the electrolyte was pre-

saturated with elemental sulfur while no solid sulfur was present in the cell, is 

shown in Fig. 2.2e and 2.2f (red line). The voltage output is consistent with the 

voltage profile of a conventional Li-S battery, and shows a plateau around 2.4V 

which corresponds to the reduction of S8 into high order PS (Li2Sx, x ≥ 4).[11] 

Electrolyte saturated with sulfur was also applied to a cell with solid sulfur present 

between the separators and not connected to the C current collector. Both batteries 

were discharged with the same absolute current and current density, and can 

therefore be plotted together as a function of time (Fig. 2.2f). It can be observed 
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that their voltage output overlaps in the first minutes. Interestingly, for the cell with 

solid sulfur available, the replenishment of S8 species into the electrolyte is not high 

enough to maintain the high voltage plateau longer than the cells with only S 

saturated electrolyte (indicated by an arrow). However, contrary to the cell solely 

based on saturated electrolyte the discharge is continued at ~2.2V, utilizing, 

directly or indirectly, the sulfur that is located between the separators.  

When we compare the first cycle’s dip position of this cell to the cells tested 

earlier based on non-saturated electrolyte, it can be concluded that the sulfur 

concentration in the electrolyte in those cells was lower than saturation level. 

Actually both the non-rested and rested cell show their minimum voltage around 

2V (Fig. 2.2b). On the one hand this means that sulfur immediately dissolves as 

soon as the battery is assembled, and thus that a significant amount S8 is always 

present in the electrolyte of Li-S batteries. However, on the other hand, it can be 

concluded that the subsequent rise in concentration of dissolved sulfur to its 

saturation level is relatively slow. 

The difference in voltage response in the first cycle of the special cells in 

this study compared to conventional Li-S batteries does not prove that solid-state 

reactions in conventional cells therefore must be dominant, to the contrary. The 

replenishment of dissolved sulfur species is a function of both the dissolution rate 

into, and diffusion speed through, the electrolyte. The degree to which the sulfur 

species in solution are replenished should therefore be related to the rate at which 

the dissolved sulfur is consumed (i.e. current rate) at the current collector, and the 

distance between the solid sulfur and the current collector (i.e. diffusion path 

length). A lower current rate as well as a smaller diffusion path length for the 

dissolved S species should thus result in a higher degree of replenishment. The 

former is indeed observed in our current-dependent experiments (Fig. 2.2b), 

where lower current rates resulted in smaller voltage drops. The latter is consistent 

with the fact that in a conventional Li-S battery the separation of the sulfur source 

and the reaction site is orders of magnitude smaller than in our test batteries. The 

difference is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.3: step 1: establishing equilibrium 

between solid S and dissolved molecular S8 in the electrolyte, step 2: diffusion of 

dissolved S8 to reduction site at current collector, step 3: reduction to a highly 

soluble polysulfide. It is therefore very plausible that dissolution of elemental sulfur 

plays a significant role in the overall working mechanism of liquid electrolyte Li-S 

cells. Which reaction mechanism (reduction of dissolved or solid sulfur) will 

dominate is determined by their associated kinetics. Due to the low conductivity of 

sulfur, poor kinetics can be expected for solid state reduction, however reactions 

over small (nanoscale) lengths cannot be fully excluded. This is evident from 

nanoparticle based solid Li-S cells, for which considerable capacities can be 
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achieved when cycled at moderate current rates.[14] As a side note we want to 

remark that the obtained capacities for these systems should be regarded with 

some reserve since the applied sulfide solid electrolytes are only stable in a small 

voltage window and can contribute to the capacity.[15] We think that lithiation of 

dissolved sulfur undoubtedly is the dominant phenomenon in Li-S cells based on 

relatively large sulfur particles, as solid-state reactions in this case would give rise 

to large overpotentials and effectively the dissolution of the electrical contacts in 

the electrode, as described in the introduction. 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of the dissolution of sulfur in the electrolyte and its 

subsequent diffusion to, and reduction at, the carbon current collector, in a) a conventional 

Li-S battery with a mixed C/S electrode and in b) the battery designed for this research. 

 

Although the voltage dips that are present at the beginning of the first discharge are 

very specific to the special battery configuration applied in this study, their origin 

can still reveal processes that facilitate the relative efficient consumption of non-

conducting sulfur in conventional Li-S batteries. Even though further study of this 

behavior is not in the scope of this communication, we can speculate on the 

reason(s) behind the voltage drop and subsequent rise. As soon as current is drawn 

from the battery, the dissolved sulfur species are consumed. This will lead to a drop 

in concentration of S8 species in solution, which in turn causes a bigger driving force 

for dissolution of sulfur into the electrolyte at the source between the separators. 

However, due to the finite dissolution rate and diffusion speed, and the 25 

micrometer minimal diffusion distance (thickness of the separator), it will take time 

before a dynamic equilibrium of the S8 concentration is formed. To maintain the 

current during this delay, the PS will be further reduced, which temporarily 
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corresponds to lower voltages. The higher the currents, the bigger these effect will 

be, leading to complete depletion of reducible species in the vicinity of the carbon 

current collector for current rates of C/10 and higher. However, it may also be that 

interaction between PS and the sulfur between the separators should be taken into 

account. For instance, during the drop in voltage in the initial moments of the 

discharge highly soluble PS, including Li2Sx (x < 8), are formed. These lower order 

(x < 8) PS can react chemically with the solid S to Li2S8, increasing the level of Li2S8 

species in solution, which results in a rise of cell potential. In this shuttle mechanism 

sulfur is transported to the current collector through its chemical conversion by a 

low order PS into a high order PS which is soluble, while pure S is much less soluble. 

This mechanism is plausible as the standard approach to make lithium PS is to let S 

and Li2S react in solution. Even though generally this is done at an elevated 

temperature to speed up the process, these reactions occur spontaneously at room 

temperature.[16] Such reactions, between unreacted solid sulfur and already formed 

lower order PS, can therefore be expected in a Li-S battery. The higher order PS that 

are created can in turn further participate in electrochemical reactions in solution. 

If so, the (low order) PS, and possibly radicals,[17] that are formed during cycling 

effectively fulfil the role of natural redox mediators in this system. 

This study clearly shows that the dissolution of elemental sulfur and the 

subsequent reduction of the dissolved S8 species cannot be ignored in liquid 

electrolyte Li-S cells. The process allows even batteries of which the active material 

is not in electrical contact with the current collector to be discharged. It indicates 

that, despite the low solubility of S8 in organic solvents, the replenishment of sulfur 

species in solution is fast enough to enable the electrochemical reactions at the 

(carbon) current collector. The obtained results provide a rationale why Li-S 

batteries in general, and cells based on macroscopic S particles in particular, can be 

efficiently cycled, despite the extremely insulating nature of S. Chemical reactions 

between PS and sulfur may further enable the utilization of active material. 

Identifying the key processes and chemical reactions in Li-S batteries is essential 

for their further optimization. This study experimentally shows the significance of 

elemental sulfur dissolution into the electrolyte in liquid Li-S cells. 

 

Experimental Section 

Solubility measurements: To determine the solubility of sulfur in the electrolyte at 

room temperature (25°C), 0.5 mg sulfur powder (sulfur flakes, Sigma Aldrich) was 

added to 2.5 ml electrolyte and rigorously stirred for 2 hours. When no sulfur 

residue was observed this procedure was repeated. The weight of the residue was 

determined and subtracted from the total amount of added sulfur powder during 
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the procedure to calculate the solubility. The obtained solubility was 

electrochemically verified, see supporting information.  

Electrochemical measurements: The employed electrochemical cells were lab-made 

prototypes consisting of two stainless steel vacuum flanges, with one acting as 

current collector and the opposite having a separate current collector held by a 

spring to provide mechanical pressure and compaction, a standard O-ring in 

between the flanges, and a plastic vacuum clamp that holds the stainless steel 

flanges together. The tested cells were fabricated by placing a Li-foil on the stainless 

steel current collector, followed by a separator. The separator was wetted with 25 

µL electrolyte, after which sulfur powder was manually distributed on it. 

Subsequently another separator was placed on top of the layer of sulfur particles 

and also wetted with 25 µL electrolyte, followed by a C-membrane. The mass 

loading of S was 1 mg cm-2. The applied separators were 25 µm thick Celgard® 3401 

membranes, and the applied electrolyte in this study was 1M LiTFSI in DME/DOL 

1:1 v/v with 2 wt.% LiNO3 additive. The carbon membranes were prepared by the 

inversion method, see supporting information. Fig. S2.1, in the supporting 

information shows photos of the set-up. The cells were assembled inside an Ar filled 

glovebox with oxygen and water content less than 1 ppm. The galvanostatic cycling 

experiments were performed with a programmable Maccor 4000 series 

galvanostat. Before cycling all cells were rested for 12h to enable full wetting of 

electrolyte throughout the cell, unless otherwise stated. The cells were discharged 

to 1.8 V and charged to 2.6 V vs. Li/Li+ at various C-rates (1C = 1675 mA g-1). In this 

report discharging and charging the Li-S batteries corresponds to lithiation and 

delithiation of the sulfur, respectively. The specific capacities reported in this study 

are based on the mass of sulfur in the cell.  
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Chapter 2.  Supporting Information  

 

Sulfur conductivity 

The reference, when given, for the electrical conductivity of sulfur is mostly: Lange’s 

handbook of chemistry, J.A. Dean (3rd ed.) McGraw-Hill, New York (1985) pp. 3–5. 

The reported electrical resistivity of sulfur in this book[1], and other textbooks (e.g. 

Ref [2]), is  𝜌 = 2 ∙ 1023 𝜇Ω ∙ 𝑐𝑚 . When we convert this to conductivity we obtain 

 

𝜎 =
1

𝜌
=

1

2∙1023𝜇Ω∙𝑐𝑚
=

1

2∙1017Ω∙𝑐𝑚
= 5 ∙ 10−18 𝑆 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−1  

 

Furthermore 

 

𝜎 =
1

𝜌
=

1

2∙1023𝜇Ω∙𝑐𝑚
  ≠ 5 ∙ 10−24 𝜇𝑆 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−1 = 5 ∙ 10−30 𝑆 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−1 

 

The latter, 5 ∙ 10−30 𝑆 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−1, is the generally accepted, but erroneous, value for the 

conductivity of sulfur in battery literature.  

 

Battery set up 

 
Figure S2.1. Electrochemical cell used in this study. a) All the components, b) open cell with 

the components in place and c) closed cell. 
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Carbon membranes 

Carbon membranes were prepared by the inversion method[3]. In the first step, 

PVDF (Kynar Flex) was dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Sigma Aldrich) 

by magnetic stirring to obtain a homogeneous 10 wt.% PVDF/NMP solution. 

Subsequently, 50 wt.% (based on the PVDF mass) of Super P carbon (Timcal) was 

added to the mixture and stirred overnight. Then the solution was casted onto a flat 

glass plate and immersed in distilled water. After a couple of minutes the 

membrane peeled off automatically from the glass plate. Afterwards it was washed 

with distilled water and dried under vacuum at 60°C overnight.  

 

Electrochemical verification of S solubility limit 

To verify the solubility of sulfur in the electrolyte electrochemically, a Li-S battery 

was created containing a Li anode, two Celgard® 3401 separators and a carbon 

membrane as cathode current collector. The applied electrolyte was saturated with 

sulfur, and served as the only active material source. Fig. S2.2 shows the first 

discharge of such a battery, which was used immediately after fabrication (no rest). 

Approximately half of the theoretical capacity based on the amount of dissolved 

sulfur (known from the solubility experiments) was obtained. This discrepancy is 

easily accounted for as part of the sulfur will have reacted with the Li anode. 

Furthermore the theoretical capacity is seldom obtained in practical batteries and 

therefore part of the difference results from a general effect, rather than a 

phenomenon specific to this system. The test therefore shows that the solubility 

reported in the paper can at most be overestimated by a factor 2, in the unlikely 

case that only electrochemical reduction at the cathode takes place and no chemical 

reduction at the Li anode. 
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Figure S2.2. First discharge of a Li-S battery based on electrolyte saturated with elemental 

sulfur, which is the only source of active material. 
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Abstract 

A considerable amount of research is being directed towards improving lithium-ion 
batteries in order to meet today’s market demands. In particular in situ 
investigations of Li-ion batteries have proven extremely insightful, but require the 
electrochemical cell to be fully compatible with the conditions of the testing method 
and are therefore often challenging to execute. Advantageously, in the past few 
years significant progress has been made with new, more advanced, in situ 
techniques. Herein, a comprehensive overview of in situ methods for studying Li-
ion batteries is given, with the emphasis on new developments and reported 
experimental highlights.  
 
3.1. Introduction 
Society’s increasing use of portable electronics, the need to balance the fluctuating 
output of renewable energy sources, and the rise of electric vehicles, put 
tremendous pressure on the further improvement of Li-ion batteries. As a result Li-
ion batteries are studied extensively to optimize the existing technology and to 
discover new, more advanced, battery materials. In recent years a significant part 
of the investigations consisted of in situ studies. While in a state of operation 
batteries are complicated systems in which a variety of chemical and physical 
processes take place, such as volume changes, phase transitions, side reactions, etc. 
In situ, and in particular operando measurements, allow direct monitoring of these 
phenomena and thus offer the ability to directly link these processes to the 
electrochemical response of the battery. The Latin expression “in situ” literally 
means “in position”, and in battery research this refers to measurements that are 
performed on materials in their original position inside the device, i.e. without 
dissembling the battery. This allows characterization to take place under more 
realistic conditions, contrary to ex situ measurements. Ex situ measurements can 
furthermore be disturbed as a result of contamination during sample preparation 
and handling between battery use and characterization. Operando characterization 
represents a special case of in situ research, where the battery is in operation, i.e. is 
being (dis)charged during characterization, allowing measurements of non-
equilibrated states that cannot be disclosed with ex situ characterization. 

However, in order to conduct in situ experiments, batteries must be fully 
operational under the circumstances imposed by the diagnostic tool, which often 
demands specially designed devices and measurement setups, thereby hindering 
straightforward application of in situ techniques. Fortunately in situ methods to 
characterize Li-ion batteries recently experienced a rapid development, which is 
evident from the increasing amount of publications on this topic. All recent studies 
known to the authors, relevant to this topic, are listed in table 3.1.  

At present one review article which focusses on microscopic techniques 
[1], and a few brief overviews [2, 3] of methods for in situ Li-ion battery research 
exist. In this review a comprehensive overview is given of recent in situ Li-ion 
battery research, in which techniques, cell design, as well as scientific results are 
described. The focus will be on recent developments and the challenges and 
requirements regarding the specially designed electrochemical cells.  
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Table 3.1 
In situ research on Li-ion batteries from 2009 onwards 

In situ technique Investigated material 
  
X-ray techniques  
X-ray diffraction Ag2VO2PO4 [4] Ag2VPO8 [108, 109] C [13] CuF2 [110] Ge 

[111] LiFePO4 [5, 112, 113] Li2FeSiO4/C [8] 
Li[Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6]O2 [6] Li1.2Co0.1Mn0.55Ni0.15O2 [114] LiCoPO4 
[115] Li2FeSiO4 [16] LiMn2O4 [116] 
0.5Li2MnO3·0.5LiNi0.292Co0.375Mn0.333O2 [117] LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 
[118, 119] LixMn1.5Ni0.5O4 [120, 121] LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 [122] 
Li1.23Ni0.09Co0.12Mn0.56O2 [123] LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 [124] Li2RuO3 
[125] K0.25Mn2O4 [126] Si [12, 127] Sn [128] Sn-C [129] 
Sn30Co30C40 [130] Sn27Cu31C42 [7] TiO2 [131, 132] V2O5 [133] 

  
Coherent X-ray diffraction imaging LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 [134] 
  
X-ray absorption spectroscopy CuF2 [110] Ge [135] FeF3 [136] LiCoO2 [22, 137, 138] 

LiFePO4 [22, 23, 86, 112] Li2FeSiO4 [16, 19] Li1-xMn0.5Fe0.5PO4 
[139] Li1.2Mn0.525Ni0.175Co0.1O2 [140] Li2MnSiO4 [19] 
Li1.2Ni0.15Co0.1Mn0.55O2 [141] Li[Ni0.17Li0.2Co0.07Mn0.56]O2 [18] 
LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 [124, 142] Li2RuO3 [125] Li3V2(PO4)3/C [143] 
Mn3O4 [15] RuO2 [21] TiO2 [132, 144] V2O5 [133] 

  
Transmission X-ray microscopy CuO [17] LiFePO4 [27] Sn [26, 145] SnO [146] SnSb [145] 
  
X-ray tomographic microscopy Cu6Sn5 [147] Li [148] Ge [30] Li1.2Mn0.525Ni0.175Co0.1O2 [140] 

Mn2O4 [149] Si [150] Sn [29] SnO [28] 
  
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy LixV2O5 [151] 
  
X-ray fluorescence Sr2MnO2Cu3.5S3 [152] 
  
X-ray scattering Reduction of LiPF6 electrolyte [153] SEI on graphene [154] 
  
Scanning probe microscopy  
Atomic force microscopy C [155] LiCoO2 [35] LiFePO4 [2, 34] Si [31, 156, 157] Sn [158] 

Sn–Co–C [159] TiO2 [32, 33] SEI on C [160] SEI on 
LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 [161] 

  
Scanning electrochemical 
microscopya 

C [162] LiFePO4 [163] MnO/Al2O3 [53] Si [36, 37, 164, 165] 
Sn [37] 

  
Electron Microscopy  
Scanning electron microscopy Li(Ni0.8Co0.15Al0.05)O2 [40] Si [38, 166, 167] SiO [166] SnO2 

[39] lithium plating and stripping reactions [168-170] 
  
Transmission electron microscopyb CeO2/graphene [171] Co3O4/graphene [172, 173] CoS2 [174] 

Co9S8/Co-filled carbon nanotubes [175] CuO [176] FeF2 
[177] Fe2O3/graphene [178] Ga [179] Ge [180] graphene 
[181] LiCl [182] LiFePO4 [51, 183-185] LiMn2O4 [186] Li2O2 
[187] LiV2O4 [188] MnFe2O4/graphene [189] MoS2 [190] 
NiO/graphene [191] Si [48, 54, 192-197] Si/C [198, 199] 
Si/graphene [200] Si/polymer [201] SiO2/SiC [202] Sn [49, 
203] SnO2 [204-206] SnO2/C [207] PbSe/graphene [208] 
TiO2 [209, 210] Ti3Sn/NiTi [211] RuO2 [212] ZnO [213] 
Zn4Sb3 [214] all-solid-state nanobattery [55] 
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Electron holography all-solid-state thin film battery [58, 60] 
  
Optical techniques  
Raman spectroscopy Au/SiO2 [67] C [65, 66, 68, 215-217] LiCoO2 [62] LiFePO4 

[64] Li2MnO3 [63] Li4Ti5O12 [218] Si [69] V2O5 [219] SEI on Li 
[220] 

  
Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy 

C [65, 68, 72, 221] LiFePO4 [71] LiMn2O4 [222] 
LiNi1/2Mn3/2O4 [222] Sn-Co [223] reduction/oxidation 
products of ionic liquids [70, 224] 

  
Optical microscopy C [73, 225-229] Li [230-233] Si [234] 
  
Multi-beam optical stress sensor C [235-237] Si [74, 238-245] Sn [246] 
  
Valence-differential absorption 
spectroscopy 

manganese ferrocyanide [247] 

  
Nonlinear coherent vibrational 
spectroscopy 

SEI on Cu and Au [248] 

  
Magnetic (resonance) techniques  
Nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy 

C [249, 250] Cu3P [77] Li [83, 84, 251] LiCoO2 [80] 
Li1.08Mn1.92O4 [76, 79] Si [252, 253] liquid electrolytes [81, 
82] 

  
Magnetic resonance imaging Li [84] Li||graphite [85] Li||LiFePO4 [85] LiPF6 electrolytes 

[254] 
  
Mössbauer spectroscopy LiFe0.75Mn0.25PO4 [255] Li2FeSiO4/C [19] LiMnyFe1-yPO4/C 

[87] Sn/BPO4 [88] Sn27Cu31C42 [7] Sn30Co30C40 [130] 
  
Electron paramagnetic resonance 
spectroscopy 

Li [256] 

  
Electron magnetic measurements FeSb2 [257] 
  
Neutron techniques  
Neutron diffraction C [91] LiCoO2 [99] Li(Co0.16Mn1.84)O4 [258] LiFePO4 [91, 92, 

97] Li[Li0.2Ni0.18Mn0.53Co0.1]O2 [95] LiMn2O4 [99, 259, 260] 
LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 [95] LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4||Li4Ti5O12 [261] 
Li4Ti5O12 [98, 262] MoS2 [263] TiO2/Li4Ti5O12 [264] 
commercial batteries [25, 93, 94, 96, 265-271] 

  
Neutron reflectometry Si [101, 272] SEI on carbon [100] SEI on copper [273] SEI on 

LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 [102] commercial batteries [107, 274] 
  
Neutron radiography C [275, 276] LiFePO4 pouch cell [277] 
  
Neutron depth profiling Sn [106, 278] all-solid-state thin film battery [105] 
  

a This includes scanning ion conductance microscopy and electrochemical strain microscopy 
b Only studies that have not been reviewed earlier [3, 42, 43] have been included in this table 
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3.2. X-ray techniques   
3.2.1. X-ray diffraction 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is based on the scattering of X-rays by periodically spaced 
atoms in a crystal, producing a diffraction pattern that yields information about the 
crystallographic structure. In in situ battery research the method is used to monitor 
the structural evolution in an electrode as the (electro)chemical processes take 
place. For spatially resolved measurements energy dispersive XRD can be applied 
[4]. 

To conduct XRD measurements on an operating battery, an X-ray 
transparent window needs to be incorporated in the design in order to allow the X-
rays to reach the electrode(s) under investigation. This can be done by using a 
battery with a very thin (~10 µm) current collector, without an additional casing 
[5]. This design does allow penetration of the incident X-ray beam, but this setup is 
also relatively vulnerable to air and moisture contamination. Therefore normally 
only a small part of the electrode is exposed by creating a hole in a much thicker 
protective casing or current collector, which in turn is sealed by a X-ray transparent 
material such as a Kapton foil [6] or Beryllium [7]. However Be, more particularly 
Be-oxide, is highly toxic and for the study of cathodes an additional protective layer 
is required to prevent corrosion of the beryllium at higher potentials. Recently 
conductive Kapton foil has also been employed as both the X-ray window and 
current collector [8]. Furthermore flexible [9], low-cost [10], battery designs for in 
situ XRD measurements are available, for which a proper pressure applied to the 
cell is essential to obtain reliable results [9, 10]. Standard batteries, without 
modification, can be investigated by means of synchrotron-based high energy XRD 
[11-13]. As the high energy photons are able to fully penetrate the cell these 
measurements are conducted in the transmission mode in order to obtain 2D-
diffraction patterns. This also means that the cathode and anode can be investigated 
simultaneously. A historical overview of in situ XRD cell designs can be found 
elsewhere [14]. 
 An exemplary study of the added value that in situ measurements can have 
is the XRD study of Misra et al. [12] on the (de)lithiation mechanisms in Si 
nanowires. The measurements revealed the formation of the metastable crystalline 
Li15Si4 phase at low lithiation voltages. Previous ex situ studies showed that Si 
nanowires gradually lose their crystallinity during lithiation and become 
completely amorphous at the end of the cycle. The development of the transient 
Li15Si4 phase, which only can be disclosed through in situ characterization, reduces 
the cycle-life performance of Si-nanowire electrodes significantly. The authors 
show that by either limiting the cycles to a more positive cut-off voltage or adjusting 
the growth parameters of the nanowires, the formation of Li15Si4 during lithiation 
can be prevented, resulting in an improved capacity retention. 
 
3.2.2. X-ray absorption spectroscopy 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is used to determine the local geometric and 
electronic structure of a material, associated with the redox reactions that take 
place in batteries. The absorption spectra feature two main regions, each of which 
disclose very specific information. The X-ray near-edge spectroscopic (XANES) part 
of the spectra provides information, among other things, about the oxidation state, 
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while from the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) region 
information about the molecular structure can be obtained. 
 XAS cells for in situ measurements are very similar to the cells used for XRD 
research. However, XAS spectra are mostly obtained in the transmission mode, and 
the thick casing batteries therefore require two X-ray transparent windows at 
symmetric positions at the top and bottom of the cell [15, 16]. To allow better 
penetration of the X-rays, carbon paper can be used as current collector instead of 
metal foils [17]. Standard pouch [18] and coffee bag [19] batteries can be employed 
without modification as the high energy photons that are applied for XAS are able 
to penetrate the entire battery stack. Furthermore the X-ray energy is tuned to the 
absorption edge of the element of interest and therefore absorption by other 
elements present in the battery components can be minimalized [20].  

Recently several noteworthy in situ XAS papers have been published. For 
example, Hu et al. [21] unraveled the origin of the additional storage capacity found 
for nano-sized metal oxide conversion materials by using a combination of in situ 
XRD, EXAFS and XANES, together with ex situ NMR. Conversion materials, such as a 
metal oxide (MxOy), can reversibly react with lithium forming metal particles 
embedded in a metal oxide matrix, according to  
 
𝑀𝑥𝑂𝑦 + 2𝑦𝐿𝑖

+ + 2𝑦𝑒−  ⇄  𝑥𝑀0  +  𝑦𝐿𝑖2𝑂      (1) 

 
The metal oxides, in this study RuO2, show more reversible capacity than estimated 
based on the reduction of the metal oxide to M0. The reason of this extra storage 
capacity is often thought to originate from the development of a so-called space-
charge layer at the interface of the metal and lithium oxide particles. In this layer 
Li+ ions can accumulate, charge compensated by electrons in the metal. However, 
the authors show that the additional storage capacity arises from the reversible 
reaction of LiOH with Li to form LiH and LiO2. The LiOH is formed from the reaction 
of Li and surface OH--groups naturally present on the RuO2 nanoparticles. Although 
the formation of LiOH is considered to be mainly responsible for the additional 
storage capacity, the authors suggest that reversible SEI formation and simple Li 
adsorption on the Ru nanoparticles also may have minor contributions. 

Yamamoto and co-workers [22] applied total-reflection fluorescence XAS 
to directly monitor the electronic structure at the electrode/electrolyte interface. 
This type of XAS can be used to perform surface sensitive measurements. The 
measurements showed that for a LiCoO2 thin film electrode that exhibits gradual 
degradation upon electrochemical cycling, the Co-ions at the interface were 
reduced upon immersion in an organic electrolyte. Consequently, irreversible 
changes in the electronic structure at the interface were observed upon cycling. In 
contrast, in a LiFePO4 thin film electrode with stable cycling performance, the 
electronic structure at the interface did not change and showed reversible cycling 
behavior. The stability of LiFePO4 was attributed to the absence of a large potential 
drop across the space charge layer at the electrode surface. This study 
demonstrates a correlation between the stability of the electronic structure at the 
electrode/electrolyte interface and the cycling performance of Li-ion batteries. 

To study the charge dynamics of battery electrodes, Liu et al. [23] used soft 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (sXAS) to probe the oxidation state of metal ions in 
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cathode materials during battery operation. Due to the short penetration depth of 
soft X-rays, the measurements require an ultra-high vacuum and are performed in 
the reflection mode. Detection holes were created across the current collector to 
expose some regions of the cathode material directly to the incident x-ray beam. 
During charging of LiFePO4 (LFP) electrodes the iron atoms in the probed regions 
predominantly retained their 2+ oxidation state and surprisingly even remained in 
this state when the battery was fully charged up to 4V. Only after a relaxation period 
of 40 hours under open-circuit condition a strong signal, corresponding to the 
charged state (Fe3+), was observed. This indicates the existence of metastable 
phases that deviate from the well-known two-phase transformation that is 
expected to evolve in time. Indeed the exact (de)lithiation mechanism of LFP is still 
subject of debate [24, 25]. Based on these results and additional ex situ 
measurements, the authors conclude that upon cycling the change in State-of-
Charge (SoC) starts in the region adjacent to the current collector as indicated in 
Fig. 3.1. This contradicts the conventional consensus that the ionic conductivity is 
the rate-limiting process, which would cause the SoC changes to start at the 
cathode/electrolyte interface. Measurements were also conducted on 
LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 (NMC) where no large SoC gradients were observed. The 
authors designated the difference in behavior of the two cathode materials to a 
different (de)lithiation mechanism, i.e. two-phase transformation for LFP versus a 
solid-solution mechanism for NMC, a difference in particle morphology and the 
difference in their respective ionic/electronic conductivity. The authors point out 
that due to the surface sensitivity of the applied method, local phenomena could be 
distinguished from the bulk behavior. 
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Fig. 3.1. (a) Schematic representation of the charge distribution inside an LFP electrode as 
revealed by combined in situ and ex situ sXAS. The SoC distribution after charging (middle 
panel) equilibrates during open-circuit relaxation (bottom panel) at the same SoC. (b) 
Corresponding sXAS spectra. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: 
Nature Communications ref. [23], copyright (2013). 

 
3.2.3. Transmission X-ray microscopy 
With transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM), monochromatic X-rays are directed 
onto the sample under investigation and the radiation passing through is projected 
onto a CCD camera. In this way 2D images can be rendered of the internal electrode 
particle morphology.  

As for many X-ray techniques, coin cells of which the covers of both sides 
are perforated and sealed with Kapton tapes to allow the X-ray beam to pass 
through can be used to facilitate this method [26].  
Wang and colleagues [17] applied this method in combination with in situ XANES 
to map the chemical phase changes as well as the morphological development of 
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CuO electrode particles during electrochemical cycling. In their subsequent study 
the same combination of techniques has been used to monitor the delithiation 
process of LiFePO4 operando [27]. 
 
3.2.4. X-ray tomographic microscopy 
X-ray tomographic microscopy is an advanced form of TXM for which the in situ cell 
can be rotated through 180° to obtain a series of 2D images. From these 2D images, 
3D microstructure representations can then be reconstructed using a tomographic 
algorithm. Observations of the changes in attenuation coefficient are related to 
changes in composition and mass density, enabling visualization and quantification 
of the phase transitions of electrode particles. 
 To allow such 180° rotation without blocking the X-ray beam, cells devised 
for in situ measurements often have a cylindrical shape and are made from a highly 
X-ray transparent material. Examples are a polymeric Swagelok cell [28] and a 
Kapton capillary tube cell [29]. The X-rays are directed onto the working electrode 
from the side of the cell to limit the battery components in the path of the beam. A 
conventional pouch cell has also been used [30]. Due to its flat design the angular 
range that can be measured is limited to 140° but this is sufficient to reconstruct 
high quality 3D images. As in this configuration the current collector is in the 
pathway of the X-ray beam, it should be kept very thin, of the order of less than 2.5 
µm. 

Recently Ebner et al. [28] were the first to apply in situ X-ray tomography 
to investigate Li-ion batteries. In their study the morphological evolution as well as 
the change in chemical composition of individual SnO particles upon (de)lithiation 
were monitored. Three dimensional images could be rendered with a resolution of 
2.0 µm. Fig. 3.2 shows the progress of the conversion reaction of SnO into Sn and 
LiO2 according to Eq. 1, and the subsequent alloying of Li and Sn. The lithiation of 
the SnO particles leads to volume expansion and crack formation. Impressively, the 
authors were able to quantitatively link the electrochemically measured capacity 
losses to the observed electrically disconnected particles. More recently this 
technique has also been used to investigate Sn [29] and Ge [30] electrodes upon 
cycling, achieving even nanometer scale visualization. 
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Fig. 3.2. X-ray tomographic images of SnO particles during lithiation. (a) Vertical and (b) 
horizontal cross sections through a SnO particle during electrochemical reduction. Cross 
sections at 0 min are indicated by dashed white lines revealing the cutting planes. The white 
arrows point out crack locations. (c) Schematic representation of phase evolution and crack 
development of a SnO particle due to lithiation. (d) 3D rendering of sub-volume. Black arrows 
indicate fracture. Adapted from ref. [28], with permission from AAAS. 

 
3.3. Scanning probe microscopy 
3.3.1. Atomic force microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is based on the deflection of a cantilever with a 
sharp tip to examine surfaces. By scanning the interphase between the electrode 
and the liquid electrolyte, a height distribution is obtained, and thus volume 
changes and/or SEI formation upon cycling can be visualized. Furthermore through 
AFM enabled nano-indentation [31], the mechanical properties of nanostructures 
during (de)lithiation can be measured. In most of the in situ AFM studies a passive 
probe is used, i.e. no electronic stimulus is supplied via the cantilever. Voltage-
biased AFM [32, 33], where the tip is acting as a current collector, allows studying 
the surface potential and topographic changes as a function of the applied voltage. 
Obviously a critical feature of an in situ AFM design is the access of the cantilever 
into the battery. As an opening is necessary to facilitate the cantilever, 
measurements are often performed under inert atmosphere inside a glove-box to 
exclude contamination. The opening should be kept small and properly sealed since 
evaporation of the organic solvent will influence the measurements due to an 
increasing salt concentration of the electrolyte over time [34]. In order to scan the 
working electrode it should be sufficiently exposed and therefore the counter and 
reference electrodes are typically positioned to the sides of the working electrode 
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as shown in Fig. 3.3. An elaborate discussion of the design guidelines for in situ AFM 
cells can be found in ref. [34]. 
 

 
Fig. 3.3. Schematic representation of an AFM cell for in situ measurements. The thin film 
electrode is located at the bottom of the electrochemical cell. The current collector is located 
between the thin film and the substrate. Reprinted with permission from ref. [35]. Copyright 
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. 

 
3.3.2. Electrochemical strain microscopy 
An adapted form of AFM has recently been developed to study the lithium motion 
on a nanometer scale. This technique, denoted electrochemical strain microscopy 
(ESM) [36], is based on the application of periodic high frequency voltage-bias 
between the cathode and anode. The resulting oscillatory surface displacement on 
top of the thin film battery can then locally be detected by the AFM tip. The 
amplitude of the surface displacement is directly related to the change in Li-ion 
concentration induced by the applied bias. Since with this technique the Li-ion 
transport is probed by measuring the strain and not by an electric current as is 
traditionally done, the obtained resolution is much higher due to the sensitivity of 
the AFM. 

The method can be applied to all-solid-state thin film batteries where the 
top current collector is omitted allowing the conductive cantilever to directly scan 
the top-electrode and act as the current collector. All ESM measurements of Li-ion 
batteries so far have been conducted in ambient air.  
 
3.3.3. Scanning ion conductance microscopy 
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) offers the opportunity to directly 
measure ionic currents as well as the surface topography by the application of a 
nano-scale pipette that scans the electrode at the electrode/liquid electrolyte 
interface. The spatial resolution depends on the pipette tip geometry and is 
therefore practically limited to tens of nanometers. The current sensitivity can 
reach sub-pA levels.  
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A relatively simple setup is used for this method as shown in Fig. 3.4. It 
consists of a petri dish to immerse an electrode in electrolyte and a pipette 
containing a lithium source that scans the interface while oscillating in the vertical 
direction. The apparatus is housed inside an argon glove-box. 
 

 
Fig. 3.4. Schematic representation of an in situ SICM configuration. Reprinted with 
permission from ref. [37] Copyright © 2011 WILEY-VCH. 

 
3.4. Electron microscopy 
3.4.1. Scanning electron microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is based on electrons to construct an image. 
An electron beam is focused on a sample and either the backscattered electrons or 
the secondary electrons emitted by the available atoms are detected. The technique 
offers a good spatial resolution to investigate morphological changes during battery 
operation, such as electrode volume expansion/shrinkage, electrode crack 
formation and delamination. Electron microscopes are often equipped with 
additional spectroscopy and diffraction tools that can give more detailed 
information. Force sensors and a piezo-actuators can be housed inside the SEM 
chamber to conduct mechanical experiments [38]. 
The monitoring ability is restricted to the outer surface and therefore the applied 
cells must have an open structure, where the electrode is directly exposed to the 
electron beam. Measurements require high vacuum and therefore in situ cells 
should be highly compatible with vacuum conditions. This can be achieved with 
batteries based on solid, polymer or low vapor pressure electrolytes, such as ionic 
liquids. To meet the requirements of having an open structure and vacuum 
compatibility an electrochemical cell can be employed that consists of a current 
collector mesh that is coated with electrode material in combination with an ionic 
electrolyte [39]. In this configuration the current collector does not obscure the 
electrode and the mesh allows permeation of the ionic liquid electrolyte to provide 
ionic contact. Another approach, applied by Miller et al. [40], is to assemble the 
battery inside the SEM chamber. Fig. 3.5 shows the actual setup. It consists of an 
electrode particle which is attached to a manipulator probe. The probe, also serving 
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as electric lead, is used to bring the particle into contact with a droplet of ionic liquid 
electrolyte which covers the counter electrode. 
 

 
Fig. 3.5. SEM image of the micro-scale battery set-up as observed in the microscope. A probe 
is used to bring a single electrode particle into contact with an electrolyte droplet covering 
the counter electrode. The particle is etched with a focused ion beam for imaging purposes. 
Reprinted with permission from ref. [40]. Copyright © 2013 WILEY-VCH. 

 
3.4.2. Transmission electron microscopy 
Unarguably the biggest recent breakthrough in the field of in situ techniques for 
battery research has been the development of in situ transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). After the initial work of Huang et al. [41] in 2010 on the 
(de)lithiation of a single SnO2 nanowire, many reports on nanostructured 
electrodes studied by in situ TEM followed. Several reviews on the subject are 
available [3, 42-44].  

With TEM electrons are detected that are transmitted through the sample 
of interest to construct an (atomic-scale) image, and therefore only ultra-thin 
samples i.e., nano-batteries, can be investigated. In addition to the morphological 
changes that can be observed during battery operation, additional integrated 
techniques, such as electron diffraction and electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS), can provide information about the local composition and structure.  
TEM requires a high vacuum for its operation. Therefore liquid electrolyte batteries 
need to be sufficiently sealed to prevent electrolyte evaporation. This however 
requires extra material which adds to the thickness of the cell. To keep the cell as 
thin as possible and compatible with vacuum conditions, all-solid-state batteries or 
batteries containing ionic liquid electrolytes with an extremely low vapor pressure 
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are applied. Fig. 3.6 shows the conventional set-ups for in situ TEM, the so called 
end-contact configuration where only a fraction of the nano-electrode under 
investigation is connected to either a solid- or ionic liquid electrolyte, which in turn 
is connected to a lithium source. 
 

 
Fig. 3.6. Schematic representation of the open cell nano-battery setup, enabling in situ TEM. 
(a) Ionic liquid electrolyte (ILE) containing cell; a drop of the ILE is placed on the tip of a bulk 
cathode and long objects, such as nanowires, are used as anode. (b) Solid-state electrolyte 
cell; metallic Li acts as lithium source on which a naturally formed thin Li2O layer serves as 
solid-state electrolyte. This configuration is suitable for small objects of interest, such as 
nanoparticles. Adapted from ref. [3] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 
Amazing breakthroughs have taken place in the in situ TEM-monitoring of 

rechargeable batteries. However, many authors recognize the difference in 
configuration as well as testing methods, between the investigated nano-batteries 
and bulk-size batteries that are used in practice [42, 43, 45]. For instance, due to 
the required nano-sized configuration of the batteries, the contacts are very small 
and often non-optimized, inducing significant overpotentials during battery 
operation, which might influence their characteristics. Also, the currents involved 
in (de)lithiation processes of TEM batteries are often too small to be controlled in a 
galvanostatic mode, which hinders easy comparison with other battery research. 
Furthermore, the high energy electrons can induce crystallization or dissociation of 
materials [46]. Another concern is the use of vacuum compatible electrolytes. These 
electrolytes not necessarily influence the battery behavior as such, but do differ 
from the organic solvent-based electrolytes in conventional batteries. Lastly, during 
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the TEM measurements the electrode typically only has a small part of its outer 
surface in contact with the electrolyte, whereas in a normal battery it would be 
entirely immersed in the electrolyte, the so called “flooding geometry”.  

In response to these limitations some in situ TEM investigations have been 
deviating from the general set-ups described above. For instance, Zhong et al. [47] 
reported on a SnO2 nanowire partially flooded in an ionic liquid for which very 
different lithiation behavior was found compared to a SnO2 electrode in the 
conventional setup in an earlier study [41]. The flooded geometry exposed a new 
type of lithiation, in which oblique stripes were formed across the width of the 
nanowire, after which elongation and swelling of the wire occurred. Gu and co-
workers [48] were able to conduct in situ TEM measurements on a silicon nanowire 
cell, containing a liquid electrolyte. To this end a design was used consisting of SiN 
membranes to contain the liquid. A similar design was used earlier for in situ 
electron diffraction measurements during electrochemical cycling of a thin film of 
Sn [49]. The configuration was kept thin enough to allow transmission of electrons 
for imaging. Because the silicon nanowire is fully immersed in the electrolyte, 
lithiation indeed proceeds by uniform swelling along the axial axis of the entire 
nanowire. This is different from the lithiation of a silicon nanowire connected at 
only one end to electrolyte, featured by a reaction front advancing in the axial 
direction [50]. Fig. 3.7 shows both situations.  
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Fig. 3.7. (a) Schematic representation of Li-ion insertion into a nanowire from all directions, 
as is the case in a liquid cell. (b) Schematic representation of Li-ion insertion and diffusion in 
a nanowire partially in contact with the electrolyte. (c) STEM of Si, Li, and superimposed Si 
and Li EELS maps showing the distribution of silicon and lithium in the lithiated part of a 
nanowire. Reprinted with permission from ref. [48]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical 
Society. 

 
With the configurations presented in the aforementioned studies, one is able to 
observe lithiation in a flooded geometry and potentially perform SEI analyses. 
However, due to the liquid electrolyte and the relatively thick membranes, these 
features are at the expense of spatial resolution and the ability to use the 
spectroscopy techniques available on electron microscopes. A type of spectroscopy 
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that recently has been performed on a liquid cell is valence EELS, which probes the 
low energy regime, and can be employed in thicker liquid layers than is typically 
feasible with conventional EELS [51]. 

A good example of new insight in situ TEM can provide is the study of Liu 
et al. [52] on aluminum nanowires and their native oxide layers. It shows that upon 
cycling, prior to the metal core, the metal oxide layer (Al2O3) is lithiated first, 
turning into a Li-Al-O glass. The aluminum core pulverizes after delithiation but, 
remarkably, the nanowire as a whole maintains its mechanical integrity due to the 
Li-Al-O surface layer as shown in Fig. 3.8. Apparently the Li-Al-O glass acts as a SEI 
layer. It conducts Li-ions and mechanically confines pulverized particles, thereby 
preventing loss of active material. This finding clarifies some of the underlying 
principles of coating active battery materials with metal oxides such as Al2O3, which 
is a well-known strategy to improve the overall battery performance [53, 54]. 
 

 
Fig. 3.8. EELS maps of an Al nanowire after three electrochemical cycles. (a) Zero loss image 
showing a pulverized nanowire, confined by a tube-like surface layer. (b–d) EELS maps of Li, 
Al, and O, respectively, revealing the nanoparticles are aluminum and the surface layer 
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consists of Li, Al, and O. A three-window technique was used to obtain the energy-filtered 
maps. Adapted with permission from ref. [52]. Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society. 

 
Another interesting TEM study concerns the scaling limits of batteries. 

Ruzmetov and colleagues [55] investigated all-solid-state nano-batteries with a 
radial geometry, which were fabricated by subsequent (physical vapor) deposition 
of the various components onto Si nanowires. Based on their current-voltage 
characteristics the authors argue that the only 110 and 180 nm thick (LiPON) 
electrolyte layers were pin-hole free. However, the batteries suffered from severe 
self-discharge which, according to the study, is caused by the nano-scale 
dimensions of the electrolyte layer and the resulting onset of space-charge limited 
electronic conduction. The results show that in addition to the layer quality, other 
fundamental effects determine the scaling limits for nano-batteries. 

Considering the early stage of development of in situ TEM for Li-ion 
batteries, an impressive amount of publications is already available. It therefore 
seems apparent that the method will continue to develop in the near future, also in 
terms of generating results that relate more to the world of real-life batteries. 
However, even in this stage a good consistency exists between the experimental 
data obtained by in situ TEM and other ex situ studies on bulk-type batteries [42]. 
 
3.4.3. Electron holography 
In electron holography [56, 57] the sample is exposed to an electron beam of which 
the phase will be modulated by the electrostatic potential and magnetic field across 
the samples. The signal coming from the sample and a reference signal are let to 
interfere with each other, which results in a hologram, i.e. an interference fringe 
pattern. The phase modulation extracted from the hologram is used to reconstruct 
the electrostatic and/or magnetic fields in the samples, e.g. the inner mean 
potential.  

Yamamoto et al. [58] applied the relatively unknown technique of electron 
holography to map the electric potential distribution across the cathode/solid 
electrolyte interface during battery operation. The authors used a planar thin film 
all-solid-state battery of which the area of interest was thinned down by a focused 
ion beam to 60 nm for TEM observation. Fig. 3.9 shows a typical distribution of the 
measured potential together with the analyses of the lithium and electron 
distribution during charging. As can be seen, the profile has a linear voltage slope 
inside the cathode, a steep voltage drop across the interface and a more gradual 
slope in the solid electrolyte. The steep drop at the interface is consistent with the 
general consensus that voltage drops are mainly concentrated at the 
electrode/electrolyte interfaces. However the authors point out that the gradual 
slope of the potential distribution in the solid electrolyte is not easily accounted for. 
The length of about 1.5 µm is orders of magnitude bigger than the estimated Debye 
length, which is considered a measure of the thickness of the electrical double layer. 
The Debye length for this material, as calculated from the Gouy-Chapmann theory, 
only amounts to a few angstroms. It is furthermore remarkable that the obtained 
width of the space charge layer is of the same size of the entire electrolyte layer in 
conventional thin film batteries [59]. In a second paper using electron holography 
the anode side of the electrochemical cell has been investigated [60]. 
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Fig. 3.9. Schematic representation of the formation of an electric double layer during battery 
charging. Distribution of lithium and electrons near the positive-electrode/electrolyte 
interface (top) and typical distribution of the measured potential distribution (bottom). 
Reprinted with permission from ref. [58]. Copyright © 2010 WILEY-VCH. 

 
3.5. Optical techniques 
3.5.1. Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is based on the inelastic scattering of monochromatic light 
when it interacts with the sample. The shifts in wavelength or photon energy of the 
scattered light correspond to the vibrational modes of the system, which are 
characteristic for Raman-active molecules. Consequently, structural changes of 
electrodes during cycling can be determined. An extensive publication on in situ 
Raman spectroscopy in electrochemical research can be found elsewhere [61].  

As an optical pathway needs to be created for laser light to reach the 
electrode, normally an opening in the in situ cell should is provided in the outer 
casing behind which a piece of thin glass is applied. This creates a window for the 
laser light to go through. In order to reach the electrode, two configurations can be 
used [62]: The first configuration [63, 64] makes use of a top current collector foil 
perforated near the casing opening, or is based on a current collector grid for which 
the mesh size is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the laser beam 
diameter. The second option [65] comprises of a current collector, a lithium foil and 
separator, which are all configured with a hole to expose the second electrode at 
the bottom of the electrochemical cell. However, as the separator has been 
perforated in the second configuration, the examined electrode area may not have 
an optimal ionic connection to the counter electrode [62]. Furthermore the first 
configuration allows the glass window to be close to the electrode under 
investigation. Therefore the amount of liquid electrolyte in the pathway of the laser 
light can be kept to a minimum to limit the undesired scattering of light by the 
electrolyte [65, 66]. 

Combining complementary in situ techniques on the same cell is a powerful 
approach to investigate Li-ion batteries. Hy et al. [67] studied the SEI formation and 
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evolution on SiO2-coated Au nanoparticles during cycling, combining normal 
Raman spectroscopy with surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy to investigate the 
surface as well as the bulk of the electrode particles. A standard in situ Raman cell, 
as described above, can also be applied for surface enhanced measurements. Using 
the same strategy, combining Raman with a surface sensitive technique, Pérez-
Villar and co-workers [65] combined Raman spectroscopy with Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy. A specially designed cell compatible with both techniques 
allowed measurements to be performed at the same location. The authors selected 
a window material (CaF2) that is transparent to both types of light utilized for these 
techniques. Furthermore a microscope objective was applied, allowing the Raman 
signal to incident normal to the electrode and the infra-red beam under a variable 
angle of incidence. Information could be obtained about the surface species 
involved in the interfacial reactions as well as the structural changes of the glassy 
carbon electrode induced by electrochemical cycling. In a follow-up study the same 
combination of technique has been used to investigate a graphite electrode [68]. 
 An interesting example of an in situ Raman study is the work on the effects 
of B and P dopants on the lithiation of crystalline Si. Long et al. [69] measured the 
intensity of the characteristic phonon mode corresponding to crystalline silicon as 
a function of the electrode potential vs a Li/Li+ reference electrode. Since a decrease 
in the phonon mode intensity is indicative of the transition from crystalline to 
amorphous silicon, it corresponds to the onset of the lithiation process. The B-
doped Si showed an onset potential for the phonon decay at 0.68 V, whereas that of 
P-doped Si was found at 0.09 V. The authors concluded that, among other things, 
the different Fermi levels in B- and P-doped Si are responsible for the difference in 
onset voltage for the initial Li insertion. 
 
3.5.2. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is very similar to Raman 
spectroscopy, however, it is based on the absorption of infrared light rather than 
inelastic scattering. Due to the surface sensitivity of FTIR it is often applied to probe 
the interfacial reactions between a working electrode and the electrolyte in the 
reflective mode, but also to identify gas products that are formed, resulting from 
the reduction or oxidation of the electrolyte in the transmission mode.  

A relatively large number of different battery set-ups for in situ FTIR 
research have been described [70-72]. Several window materials, that are 
transparent to infra-red light and allow the beam to reach the working electrode, 
have been applied. Examples are KBr [70], CaF2 [71] and diamond [72]. Most 
experimental setups do not have a conventional half-cell, sandwich-like, structure 
but have a more open structure with the counter electrode positioned aside the 
working electrode. This configuration ensures good accessibility to the electrode of 
interest which is necessary as the infrared beam is incident at an angle to obtain 
maximum reflection intensity. Such a design furthermore allows the incorporation 
of a reference electrode. Fig. 3.10 shows a schematic representation of an in situ 
FTIR cell. Positioning the IR-window as close as possible to the working electrode 
is critical to limit the light absorption by the electrolyte between the window and 
electrode. However, it should be taken into consideration that as the liquid 
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electrolyte film becomes too thin, the diffusion of electrolyte species to/from the 
electrode may become a limiting factor [72]. 
 

 
Fig. 3.10. Schematic representation of a representative in-situ FTIR cell. Reprinted with 
permission from ref. [71]. Copyright © 2013 Elsevier B.V. 

 
3.5.3. Optical microscopy 
The resolution of optical microscopy is fundamentally restricted by the diffraction 
limit of visible light, which is not sufficient to monitor microstructural changes. 
However electrochemically induced macroscopic structural changes of electrodes 
and dendritic lithium formation can be investigated through (digital) optical 
microscopy. Since the color of lithiated graphite is a measure of its SoC [73], the 
(de)lithiation process of graphite can be studied with an optical microscope by 
tracking the color evolution. 

This technique does not put many restrictions on the design of in situ cells 
and many different cells have therefore been described in the literature. The only 
requirement is the presence of a glass window that allows the exposure of the 
electrodes to visible light. 
 
3.5.4. Multi-beam optical stress sensor 
The multi-beam optical stress sensor technique (MOSS) is a method to determine 
the stress in thin films by measuring the change in substrate curvature. This is done 
by employing an array of parallel laser beams and measuring the relative change in 
the spacing between them as they are reflected from the substrate. The 
electrochemically induced stress/strain during battery operation in thin film 
electrodes can, in this way, be monitored.  

A typical in situ MOSS cell has the characteristics of a flooded beaker cell, 
comprising of a lithium foil, acting as a counter electrode positioned at the bottom 
of the cell, covered by a separator immersed by the electrolyte and the substrate 
containing the thin film electrode material. The substrate on which the electrode 
layer has been deposited is placed in the electrochemical cell such that the 
electrode-side faces the separator. The incorporation of a glass window allows 
optical access to the back of the substrate. Unlike most battery setups no pressure 
is applied to this system [74]. The array of laser beams applied to measure the 
curvature are reflected at the back of the substrate. It is essential that the used 
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substrates can deform elastically so that the induced stress in the thin film electrode 
is proportional to the measured substrate curvature. Barrier layers are deposited 
onto the substrate when necessary to isolate it from electrochemical reactions.  
 
3.6. Magnetic resonance techniques 
3.6.1. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) is based on the magnetic 
resonance properties of nuclear isotopes, which, depending on their nuclear spin 
and quadrupole moments, resonate at characteristic frequencies when placed in a 
strong static magnetic field. The nuclear magnetic resonance spectra are probed by 
additionally applying appropriate radio frequency (rf) magnetic field pulses at the 
resonance frequency. Slight variations in the observed resonance frequencies give 
detailed information about the local electronic environment around the nucleus. 
The local electronic environment of 7Li (and 6Li) can adequately be probed by NMR 
and, consequently, yields information about the Li environment and 
electrochemically induced structural changes of electrodes during or after cycling.  
The metal parts normally present in a battery, such as casings, current collectors 
and metallic coatings in coffee-bag cells, shield the electrodes from the applied 
pulsed rf-fields. The batteries used for in situ measurements must therefore have 
as few metallic parts as possible. To this end Bellcore-type plastic cells have been 
successfully employed [75]. A common problem with plastic batteries is the lack of 
pressure across the cell. However, in this type of cell the components are laminated 
together through a process that involves heating under pressure and the addition 
of a binder, and they are therefore sufficiently coherent and stay attached. The cell 
furthermore comprises of a current collector mesh rather than a closed foil to limit 
the rf shielding effects [76]. Unlike batteries with a metal casing, plastic cells are 
permeable to air and relatively fragile. As an alternative a more robust cylindrical 
cell has been designed by Poli and colleagues [77]. 

7Li NMR has shown to be an adequate technique to investigate anode 
materials. An elaborate overview has been provided by Blanc et al. [78]. However, 
recently researchers have shifted their interest to in situ NMR studies of cathode 
materials. This is quite challenging due to the signal broadening and peak shifting, 
which results from the paramagnetic nature of most cathode materials and the 
inability to use in situ magic angle spinning to overcome these limitations [79]. 
Detailed practical aspects associated with in situ NMR measurements of cathode 
materials are discussed in detail for Li1.08Mn1.92O4 [76, 79]. Shimoda and co-workers 
[80] were able to observe the lithium extraction/insertion from/in LiCoO2 by 
optimization of the cell components and increasing the magnetic field strength.  
NMR is a quantitative method, but it yet remains challenging to obtain spatially 
resolved measurements. Recently, however, several in situ NMR studies have been 
conducted, measuring Li-ion concentration gradients [81, 82] and monitoring 
lithium dendrite formation [83]. Klett et al. [81] employed a 10 mm cylindrical cell 
to study the concentration gradient build up in LiPF6 electrolyte under current 
flowing conditions. The 1D lithium distribution could be obtained with a nominal 
resolution of 19 µm. From the measured data, the authors quantified the salt 
diffusivity and the Li+ transport number on the basis of a physical mass transport 
model. Krachkovskiy and colleagues [82] applied 1D 7Li NMR imaging in 
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combination with slice-selective NMR to measure the Li+ self-diffusion coefficients 
in liquid electrolytes. 

Bhattacharyya et al. [83] were able to quantify the mass of moss/dendrite 
lithium microstructures formed during electrochemical cycling of a metallic Li 
electrode. Due to the skin effect, the applied rf-field penetrates the subsurface 
region only and the signal was therefore found to be proportional to the area of the 
metal electrode rather than its volume. This is, however, different for the 
microstructures formed upon cycling, which are totally penetrated by the magnetic 
field due to their limited size, resulting in a response which is directly proportional 
to their volume or mass. With the assumption that during cycling the total surface 
area of the bulk metal electrode was not changing significantly, the change in signal 
intensity was attributed to the amount of Li microstructures formed or stripped. 
Several different electrolytes were employed, resulting in different electrode 
behavior, which could be readily observed. 

By applying NMR in the way discussed above, Chandrashekar et al. [84] 
measured the amount of deposited Li-microstructures during electrochemical 
cycling in a symmetric lithium cell. However, to determine the location of the 
lithium deposits, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was employed to obtain a 
three dimensional image (Fig. 3.11). The obtained spatial resolution is of the order 
of hundreds of µm. Tang et al. [85] applied stray-field imaging, which makes use of 
a magnetic field with higher field gradients than that used for MRI to monitor the 
Li-ion transfer between the electrodes in Li-graphite and Li-LiFePO4 half-cells, 
obtaining a 1D distribution with a resolution of 39 µm. 
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Fig. 3.11. 7Li three-dimensional MRI of a symmetric Li bag cell in a pristine state (a) and after 
charging (b). In each panel horizontal cross-sections, perpendicular to the z direction, are 
included. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials ref. [84], 
copyright (2012). 

 
3.6.2. Mössbauer spectroscopy  
Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS) is a nuclear hyperfine interaction method, which 
enables one to study the influence of the electronic environment on the nuclear 
hyperfine energy levels, and as such probes the structure of materials. The 
parameters probed are typically the Isomer Shift and Quadrupole Interaction that 
give information about the valence state and electronic configuration of the 
Mossbauer atom, as well as a magnetic hyperfine field (when present). In a typical 
experiment the intensity of the transmitted radiation is measured as a function of 
the Mössbauer source velocity. The specific requirements for a suitable gamma ray 
source limit the different isotopes that can be studied by this technique. Although 
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theoretically several Isotopes relevant for Li-ion batteries can be investigated by 
MS, most research has been restricted to 57Fe and 119Sn Mössbauer experiments. 
 The gamma ray energies are generally higher than typical XRD X-ray 
energies. For that reason electrochemical cells for in situ MS research are very 
similar to in situ XRD and XAS setups since the gamma rays can penetrate the cells 
and window configurations. For example, the specially designed cell by Leriche et 
al. [86] for operando studies of Li-ion batteries using synchrotron radiation, has 
been applied for operando MS experiments in combination with X-ray based 
techniques [87, 88]. A simpler, yet similar, design [89] used for in situ MS 
measurements is a coin-type cell equipped with a Be window in the cell cap and 
case. The Be window is transparent to γ-rays and also acts as a current collector. 
When in contact with a cathode material a layer of Al is, however, required to 
prevent the Be window from oxidation [86].  
 
3.7. Neutron-based techniques 
3.7.1. Neutron Diffraction 
The technique of neutron diffraction is very similar to XRD. However, the technique 
can be used in addition to XRD, especially to study light elements such as lithium, 
as neutrons interact with the nucleus and its cross section rather than with the 
electrons surrounding the atom as is the case for X-rays [90]. Since the neutron 
cross section has similar but varying sizes for light and heavy isotopes throughout 
the periodic system, neutrons are sensitive to light elements (e.g. Li) next to heavier 
ones (e.g. Fe, Co), but can also be sensitive to the contrast between elements of 
almost the same mass (e.g. Ni and Mn). 

Another difference is the weaker interaction of neutrons with matter and 
the resulting larger penetration depth. Consequently, a relatively high amount of 
electrode material is necessary for a proper measurement, which can be 
challenging for laboratory-scale batteries [91, 92]. However, due to this large 
penetration depth of the neutrons, measurements can be performed on unmodified 
commercial cells and diffraction patterns of the anode and cathode can be obtained 
simultaneously [93]. These batteries, however, are not optimized for in situ neutron 
diffraction. For instance, the technique is very sensitive to the hydrogen present in 
the separators and liquid electrolytes of commercial cells, which unfortunately 
gives rise to large background signals from incoherently scattered neutrons [94-
96]. The use of custom-made cells with low H-content components that mimic, for 
example, cylindrical 18650-type commercial batteries leads to a significant 
increase of the signal-to-noise ratio [90]. A common strategy to lower the H-content 
is the use of deuterated electrolytes and special fluorinated separators [90, 97, 98]. 
A remaining issue is however the presence of many cell components in the pathway 
of the neutron beam. This results in additional undesired Bragg reflections and 
increased background intensity [91]. Also the different electrochemical equilibrium 
phases that are generally present lead to overlapping spectra of anode and cathode. 
At this moment in time it remains challenging to obtain high-quality full pattern 
Rietveld refinements of in situ neutron diffraction data [92]. In an effort to resolve 
the aforementioned issues, several promising new battery cells for in situ neutron 
diffraction measurements have recently been proposed [91, 92, 95, 97, 99].  
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3.7.2. Neutron reflectometry 
Neutron reflectometry or scattering involves directing a highly collimated beam of 
neutrons onto a surface and measuring the intensity of the reflected radiation as a 
function of angle or neutron wavelength. It is used to determine the scattering 
length density as a function of penetration depth which, in turn, is related to the 
atomic composition. This allows monitoring of thin film growth, such as SEI 
formation, and volumetric changes induced by battery operation. 

Due to the large penetration depth of the neutrons, commercial cylindrical 
batteries and conventional coin cells can be used for in situ reflectometry research. 
To prevent loss of intensity, isotopically enriched 7Li electrodes can be applied, as 
6Li species are able to absorb neutrons [100]. To investigate thin films electrodes, 
custom-made electrochemical cells are used [101, 102]. These cells allow the 
substrate, onto which the electrode of interest has been deposited, to be mounted. 
The substrate is the incoming medium for the neutrons.  
 
3.7.3. Neutron depth profiling 
With neutron depth profiling (NDP) one is able to probe the 6Li isotope as a function 
of sample depth. The sample is bombarded with moderated thermal (low energy) 
neutrons of about 25 meV, which can be absorbed by 6Li that has a high neutron 
absorption cross section, resulting in the emission of an alpha and triton particle, 
according to 
 
6Li + n → α (2056.12 keV) + 3H (2727.88 keV)     
 
The technique is considered non-destructive, since the amount of annihilated 6Li 
atoms is negligible with respect to the total amount of Li atoms. Upon creation the 
alpha and triton particles have a well-defined energy. By measuring the energy loss 
of these particles when the detector is reached, the depth at which these were 
initially formed can be deduced. In order to obtain an accurate lithium depth profile 
the energy loss must only result from the interaction of the charged particles with 
the sample and not with gaseous species on the way to the detector. This implies 
that the measurements preferably must take place at sub-ambient pressures. As 
two different particles are emitted from the sample, two depth profiles can be 
obtained. The alpha particles with 2+ charge typically lose more energy while 
crossing the sample and can therefore be used to obtain a high resolution 
concentration profile of thin film batteries. The (1D) resolution can be as low as 72 
nm for metal oxide cathodes [103]. To measure concentration profiles of bigger 
batteries the 3H particles can alternatively be used.  

Even though neutrons have a high penetration power, the created alpha 
and tritons particles are strongly absorbed by metal. Therefore, the thickness of the 
current collector of an in situ NDP cell must be kept as small as possible, and no 
metallic casing can be applied. The cell furthermore must be operational under 
vacuum conditions. However, in an exploratory study of Nagpure and co-workers 
[104] it has been shown that by the application of an inert helium atmosphere, 
measurements of (air-sensitive) materials are also possible at relatively high 
pressures. 
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Oudenhoven et al. [105] were the first to use in situ NDP to investigate Li-
ion batteries. The study shows that NDP is a powerful method to probe the lithium 
concentration throughout a thin film battery. To achieve a better noise-to-signal 
ratio the measurements were conducted on a 6Li enriched battery, as natural 
lithium consists of only 7.5% 6Li. Recently Liu et al. [106] applied the technique to 
perform quantitative measurements on liquid electrolyte batteries. The used coin 
cell featured a Kapton window in the top casing to allow the 3H particles to reach 
the detector. Because the study concerned the lithium concentration in a tin anode 
during battery operation the current collector could be omitted. 
 
3.8. Outlook 
The application of in situ methods to investigate battery materials plays an 
important role in the fundamental understanding of the operation of Li-ion 
batteries. Major developments have taken place in the recent years, most 
importantly the development of techniques that enable spatially resolved 
measurements such as in situ TEM and in situ X-ray tomography. The local probes 
enable detailed insight at the single crystallite level which can be compared to the 
full battery overall characteristics. 

Obviously, with several techniques still in the early development stage, 
there is significant room to improve the current in situ methods for Li-ion battery 
research. In particular techniques that are capable of providing information on the 
3D morphology of electrodes as well as the chemical composition have shown to be 
extremely insightful [28, 41, 83, 84] and further development is therefore expected. 
Furthermore, operando measurements, probing the non-equilibrium states, require 
a high data collection rate, which is presently challenging for several in situ tools. 

A crucial part of in situ research is the design of electrochemical setups that 
are compatible with the applied technique. Researchers should be mindful of the 
extent to which these custom-made cells relate to practical batteries and be 
cautious of artefacts. Obviously the combined use of multiple in situ techniques is 
very powerful and can give increased overall insights. For certain methods this can 
be achieved with relative ease due to the large similarities in design of their 
respective in situ cells. Examples of such combinations are: Raman and FTIR [65], 
XRD and XAS [21], XAS and MS [19], and neutron diffraction together with neutron 
scattering [107]. Given the recent progress it can be expected that in situ research 
will become increasingly important in the development of future generations of Li-
ion batteries. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Clean energy sources are transforming the energy landscape, as sustainable power 

sources are intrinsically intermittent and unable to match supply and demand1-4. 

Electrochemical energy storage has become paramount to stabilize the grid and 

mitigate this mismatch1,5. To this end, developing safe and cost-effective 

rechargeable batteries lays the necessary foundation and among the various 

battery chemistries available today, the high theoretical energy density (2600 

Wh/kg), natural abundancy of sulfur (2.9%), environmental benignity (low 

toxicity) and low cost make lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries highly attractive 

alternative to supersede the current Li ion technology6-8. 

Nevertheless, the Li-S battery system suffers from rapid capacity fading 

and poor round-trip efficiency 6,7, which seem inherently linked to the material 

properties of sulfur, i.e. dissolution of the intermediate lithium polysulfide species 

in the battery electrolyte and Li metal corrosion via polysulfide accumulation6,7. 

The discharge curve of a Li–S battery consists of a high (≈2.3 V) and a low (≈2.0 V) 

voltage plateau, attributed to a solid (S8)→liquid (Li2Sx)→solid (Li2S2/Li2S) process 

with a gradual decrease in the sulfur chain length. The high plateau is ascribed to 

the reduction of the cyclic S8 ring to soluble long chain polysulfides (Li2Sx, 4 < x < 8), 

while the low voltage plateau is believed to correspond to further reduction of 

polysulfides to solid Li2S2/Li2S9,10. A conductive matrix, most commonly carbon, 

provides both a pathway for electrons and reaction sites, such that the migrated Li 

ions can shorten the sulfide backbone until the solid product Li2S is formed11. 

This ‘solid-liquid-solid’ mode of operation inevitably incurs a number of 

issues. Since the intermediate products are dissolved, the active material is no 

longer confined to the electrode region and instead are able to migrate to the anode, 

where they undergo parasitic reactions. This not only severely limits the practical 

performance of Li-S batteries, it is also the root cause for battery self-discharge and 

capacity decay12. Nonetheless, sulfur has an extremely low electronic conductivity, 

thus rendering it unsuitable as active material in the traditional sense. Hence the 

redox process is enabled owing to the limited but sufficient solubility in organic 

electrolytes of elemental sulfur and the high solubility of the electrochemically 

produced polysulfides7, thereby circumventing the limitation of low electronic 

conductivity of bulk sulfur effectively8,13.  

Nonetheless, the migration must be restrained in order to achieve 

reasonable capacity. A common approach is to add additives to the electrolyte that 

passivate the anode surface, such as lithium nitrate (LiNO3)14. Through chemical 

reaction with S and Li, LiNO3 incurs the formation of a passivating layer on the Li 

anode. This layer prevents Li metal from being directly exposed to polysulfides, 

while allowing Li-ion conduction, due to ion conductive Li3N species15. However, 
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morphological changes during cyclic Li re-deposition cause repetitive break-down 

of the passivating layer and hence inducing continuous consumption of the LiNO3. 

Another potential bottleneck is that although LiNO3 has a sufficient electrochemical 

stability window that covers the operating potential limits of Li-S batteries, 

discharging below 1.7V reduces the LiNO3 at the cathode, adversely affecting the 

battery performance14,16. More importantly, this additive alone cannot inhibit the 

active material from diffusing out of the electrode region.  

Aimed at  avoiding active material loss, efforts were focused on physically 

encapsulating the sulfur active material within hollow carbon structures. Yet the 

weak interaction between carbon and polysulfide yielded little improvements in 

terms of cycle life, especially when benchmarked against the current Li-ion 

cells13,17. Recently, chemical bonding strategies for immobilizing polysulfides have 

been developed18, which are based on the strong interactions between polar 

functional groups and polysulfides18-20. Functional groups (e.g. oxygen, boron, 

nitrogen and sulfur) are introduced to electrodes via the conductive additive 

(carbon matrix), or by dispersing polymer or (transition) metal oxide additives (e.g. 

TiO2 and Li4Ti5O12)21. Their addition has offered considerable improvements in the 

performance of Li-S batteries, such as increased battery capacity and elongated 

cycle life22,23. The beneficial effects are attributed to their high polarity which 

should yield a high chemical affinity towards polysulfide species24. Yet, to date, 

direct experimental evidence is completely lacking.  

Among the reasons is the intrinsic difficulty to study light ions, such as 

lithium, using methods based on X-rays or electrons21,25,26. Furthermore these 

dynamic and delicate processes escape the probing ability of ex-situ methods25. 

Operando diffractometric techniques are powerful in detecting the formation of 

crystalline phases, yet the considerable amount of amorphous phases and 

nanocrystalline particles cannot be resolved11. Nonetheless, the vast majority of the 

studies have relied on ex-situ measurements and electrochemical testing, as 

operando techniques are sparsely employed in Li-S battery research23. However, to 

advance rational Li-S electrode design by taking maximal advantage of these 

transition metal approaches requires understanding the full breadth of Li-S 

mechanistic processes, starting from experimental observations in real time.  

Neutron Depth Profiling (NDP) allows for the absolute detection of Li with 

atomic selectivity, independent of the oxidation state or phase. As NDP exploits 

neutron capture reaction of the lithium-6 isotope, it ensures unique selectivity and 

intrinsic low noise, whereas the high depth of penetration of neutrons allows 

practical sample environments, i.e. resembling a commercial cell27-30. In this 

neutron capture reaction, a thermal neutron is absorbed by a 6Li atom initiating the 
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formation of two charged particles with a well-defined energy, according to 

equation 4.131,32; 

 

𝐿𝑖 + 𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 
6

𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠
→   𝐻 

3
 
+ (2727.88𝑘𝑒𝑉) + 𝐻𝑒2+ (2055.12𝑘𝑒𝑉)                eq. 4.1 

 

The nuclear reaction energy released is much larger than the energy of a thermal 

neutron (~25 meV), hence the charged particle kinetic energies are constant, 

independent of the neutron energy. A fraction of particles that escape the sample 

are detected with an energy sensitive detector, as is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, adapted 

from ref [26].  

 
  

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the operando neutron depth profiling (NDP) setup, 

the inset shows a cross section of a pouch cell and indicates the electrode region probed. 

 

The charged particle detector opening angle is decreased by the sample to detector 

distance such that incoming the 3H+ and 4He2+ particles trajectories are close to 

perpendicular to both detector and sample plane. The particles lose energy as they 

travel through the battery electrode materials, the resulting energy is measured by 

the detector. The energy difference, caused by energy lost in the material, is a 

measure of the original isotope depth in the sample. Hence through neutron depth 

profiling a cross sectional averaged Li concentration profile as a function of depth 

is determined, i.e. along the axis perpendicular to the sample surface32. The ability 

to measure the 6Li isotope independent of oxidation state allows for the 

simultaneous detection of lithium in both electrode and electrolyte, which makes 

NDP a unique battery diagnostic platform to unravel the space and time dependent 
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lithium density resulting from the complex electrochemical processes taking place 

across battery electrodes27.  

To reveal electrode-wide dynamics that govern polysulfide behavior in Li-

S batteries three groups of electrodes are investigated; a standard carbon-sulfur 

composite electrode, one standard carbon-sulfur composite electrode with a 

membrane containing 140nm Li4Ti5O12 particles and an electrode with 10%wt 

140nm Li4Ti5O12 particles added33. These cells will be referred to as Standard, 

Layered and Composite respectively. In the layered cell the Li4Ti5O12 particles are 

not connected electronically to the current collector, whereas in the composite cell, 

carbon, binder, active material (sulfur) and Li4Ti5O12 particles are intimately mixed. 

Through measuring and quantifying the local lithium concentration across these 

electrodes, direct evidence for Li containing polysulfide dissolution, migration and 

adsorption by metal oxides is presented.  

 

4.2 Results and discussion 

Fig. 4.2 shows the lithium concentration profiles obtained from the pristine cells 

during their initial resting time. At zero the current collector/battery electrode 

interface is located. On the right, at high depths, the electrolyte region is located. 

The lithium concentration in the electrolyte should be close to 1.2 molar, LiTFSI and 

LiNO3 in TEGDME. Hence even though no current was drawn from the cells, Li ions 

of the battery electrolyte, which has infiltrated the porous network of electrode, are 

measured. For the standard electrode, indicated by the black squares, a nearly 

constant lithium concentration of 0.8 molar is measured. This is lower as part of the 

volume is occupied by intrinsically lithium-free components, carbon, PDVF binder 

and active material or the  battery separator. In the other samples, the presence of 

Li in the LTO of the composite electrode and the membrane of the layered cell 

increases the Li-density and therefore signal those specific regions, as the Li 

concentration in pure LTO is over 30 mol/l. The layered cell shows a strong Li 

increase at ~15 micron depth where the LTO membrane is located. Note that a step 

transition is not to be expected as a transverse average of the full electrode interface 

is measured, which, due to the rough interface of the electrode and membrane leads 

to a sloping concentration. Similarly, the 10wt% of LTO in the composite electrode 

occupies 6% of the volume, thereby increasing the lithium concentration to 1.7 

molar, indicated by the red spheres, shows a small step at 7 micron, thereby 

marking the pristine electrode thickness. The Li-concentration in the composite 

electrode converges with increasing depth towards the same concentration as the 

standard electrode, representing the concentration in the separator. In conclusion, 

by addition of LTO to the electrode, the pristine electrode thickness can be 
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retrieved, thus enhancing the ability to monitor the location of Li upon reduction of 

sulfur during battery discharge. 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Pristine cells with different electrodes, neuron depth profiling measurements 

obtained during the rest period before discharge. The end of the aluminum current 

collector/window is at 0 micron depth, from which the porous electrode starts. The error 

bars increase with depth as the subtracted background is larger for lower energies hence the 

signal to noise ratio decreases while the measurement uncertainty increases. 

 

As we focus on the role of LTO in this type of batteries, the results obtained on the 

standard electrode are found in the supplementary information, Fig. S4.3. The 

results on the additive cells are given in Fig. 4.3. These color contour images show 

lithium concentration versus time (horizontal) and electrode depth (vertical) 

during L-S battery discharge. The plots shown the Li concentration increase during 

discharge. To remove the contribution of the pristine electrolyte the concentration 

of the standard cell (black line in Fig. 4.2) has been subtracted. This correction 
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highlights the change in lithium concentration over time both in the electrode and 

in the electrolyte.  

The bottom panels indicate the cell voltage versus Li. The discharge voltage 

and plateaus are characteristic of the curve of a Li-S battery. The battery discharge 

cut-off voltage was set to 1.7V, in order to prevent electrochemical activity of LTO, 

as well as decomposition of LiNO3. Therefore, the recorded lithium concentration 

increase is solely due to the electrochemical activity of sulfur forming soluble and 

solid discharge products, i.e. polysulfide species.  

 

 
Figure 4.3. Color contour neuron depth profiling images show the increase in lithium 

concentration with time versus depth at a constant current discharge; the initial signal of 

electrolyte and LTO has been subtracted. The aluminum current collector/window is at the 

top of the plot whereas the electrolyte (and membrane) are found below. A depicts the 

LTO+CS electrode and B The standard CS electrode and LTO membrane. 

 

Fig. 4.3A shows the results from the composite electrode. Surprisingly it appears 

that the most of the lithiation concentration increase takes place at the end of 

discharge. This apparently contradicts the view that sulfur reduction should occur 

at a constant rate on the conductive carbon cathode surface as a constant current is 

applied. This indicates that the oxidized Li is stored in the electrolyte in the form of 

soluble polysulfide species. Furthermore these species rapidly diffuse and 

equilibrate in the electrolyte, since no significant concentration change is observed 

in the first ~20 micron visible with NDP, although the sulfur reduction 

accompanying the Li+ concentration growth in the electrolyte will occur on the 
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electronically conductive carbon. Note that a 250 micron thick separator is used 

which poses a significant polysulfide reservoir. 

At the end of discharge a high lithium concentration is attained in this 

electrode. Furthermore the electrode layer thickness slightly increases, reaching 11 

micron at the end of charge (volume expansion). This is a 50 % increase when 

compared to Fig. 4.2, where the original layer thickness was deduced from the LTO 

additive. Proving that even though the active material is deposited from soluble 

products, the solid deposits are able to strain the carbon host matrix.  

Fig. 4.3B shows the layered cell with an LTO membrane. The increased 

lithium concentration due to the LTO membrane at depths above 10 micron is 

obvious. In this case, lithiation of the electrode area itself does not progress as 

significant as in the composite electrode, even though the same C-rate is applied. 

Especially in the first half of the discharge there is no visible concentration increase 

in the electrode region, however, there is a pronounced concentration increase 

within the LTO membrane. This means that a large fraction of the oxidized Li and 

reduced sulfur is actually stored within the membrane, instead of the electrode 

region at depths, i.e. below 12 µm. We can safely rule out the possibility of the 

intercalation or lithiation of LTO particles as the cell potential is well above the 

1.55V, where intercalation in LTO occurs. Therefore it can be rationalized that the 

accumulation of Li in the LTO membrane is not a result of an electrochemical 

process within the LTO region but is due to the adsorption of Li polysulfides that 

are produced in the electronically conductive electrode area and then concentrate 

within the LTO membrane. In other words, they migrate from the electrode region 

and are confined within the LTO membrane, apparently preventing subsequent Li 

migration to the anode. To our knowledge, this is the first direct evidence of the 

ability of LTO to bond the dissolute Li-polysulfide species. In the second half of 

discharge the electrode region (< 12 µm) does show an increase in lithium 

concentration. This lithiation might result from low solubility solid products, which 

deposit on the carbon matrix. This deposition can only occur when electrons are 

supplied and this process is therefore restricted to the electrode region. However, 

the concentration of lithium in the membrane does not decrease, which indicates 

that the absorbed species are relatively stable and do not re-dissolve to keep the 

reaction going. Hence the final concentration attained in the carbon-sulfur 

electrode with LTO membrane is much lower, which also corroborates its relatively 

low capacity. This can explain why a Li-S electrode design involving cathode 

interlayers offers sub-optimal battery performance, if the interlayer does not 

provide high electron conductivity or other properties aiding the re-dissolution and 

reduction of polysulfides.  
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Hence it seems lithiation proceeds sequentially in the available regions, that is in 

the electrode and electrolyte/membrane region. To further explore this behavior 

the counts from the two different regions in the cell are summed; the region from 

0-12 micron represents the entire host matrix (standard carbon-sulfur or 

composite) available in electrodes for lithiation and the region from 12-28 micron 

encompasses the measurable part of the electrolyte or the membrane only. 

Simultaneously this increases measurement statistics. Next the measured Li 

concentration increase, integrated over these two separate regions,  is related to 

the current that was retrieved from the battery during discharge, thereby  

elucidating differences in C-rated current and allowing direct comparison to the cell 

electrochemistry.  
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Figure 4.4. Regional lithiation defined as the Li concentration increase per time unit divided by the 

current and plotted versus discharge time. (a) Here blue symbols reflect composite electrode cell and 

(b) red symbols the standard electrode with membrane, filled squares indicate electrode region whereas 

open spheres denoted electrolyte and electrolyte/membrane region. Data has been binned, error bars 

reflect the spread in the data set of one point. 
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In a conventional intercalation type battery, the ratio between lithiation and the 

obtained current should be 1 for the electrode region (assuming no significant side 

reactions are taking place). This is because for the amount of negative charge 

produced per second (current) from the battery, the same amount of positive 

charge (Li ions) should be inserted into the positive electrode (during discharge). 

Similarly, a ratio of 1 in the case of a Li-S battery means the shuttle is completely 

stopped as for every electron a lithium is stored in the electrode, with no lithium 

diffusing  into the electrolyte. It should be noted that the ratio for the electrode and 

electrolyte combined, also can be lower than 1 as the electrolyte is not fully probed 

in this study and therefore polysulfides can exist outside the measured area. During 

initial stages of discharge, at the first plateau 2.5-2.3V, the current divided by the 

lithiation speed is indeed lower than 1. Here, for both types of electrodes, the 

lithium increase is slower than expected based on the applied current in the total 

measurable domain, in Fig. 4.4. This, in line with Li concentration profiles in Fig. 

4.3, can be explained by diffusion of Li2Sn polysulfide species. In this voltage range 

highly soluble polysulfides are formed and driven out of the electrode by their 

concentration gradient. The corresponding increase in Li concentration in both 

cells spreads over an extended electrolyte area and therefore the change in Li 

concentration does not supersede the measurement error inside the probed area. 

Although the increase in lithium concentration is lower than expected due to the 

diffusion of PS, in both electrodes the regions that contain LTO do exhibit lithiation. 

In Fig. 4.4a, the composite electrode shows significant electrochemical activity 

whereas the electrolyte region barely changes. Even more obvious is the change in 

the membrane region of the layered cell, Fig. 4.4b. Here, because of the high LTO 

concentration (85 wt%) in the membrane, more surface area for adsorption is 

available within the LTO membrane, which is why lithiation proceeds more readily 

at this stage of discharge. As the cell potential forbids electrochemical activity of the 

LTO, the sole explanation for the observed lithiation are adsorbed polysulfide 

species. A direct indication that indeed LTO can retain lithium sulfur based solutes.  

In the second stage of discharge, when the voltage reaches the 2V plateau a clear 

shift is seen. The composite electrode shows a sudden increase in lithiation speed 

halfway through the second plateau, the relative lithiation even exceeds 1. This 

reveals that solid compounds are formed, rapidly consuming the polysulfide 

species present in the electrolyte in the porous network of the electrode as well as 

on the surface of the LTO particles. Together with (two) Li ions from the electrolyte 

these species are reduced to insoluble products, which are subsequently deposited 

on the carbon substrate. On top of this process the lowering of the local PS 

concentration and results in a net influx of these species from the electrolyte 

reservoir, hence leading to the observed ‘surplus’ in lithiation speed. The fact that 
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the observed value surpasses 1 is thereby proof that solid sulfur compounds are 

formed.  

In Fig. 4.4b, the layered cell also shows the jump in lithiation speed, albeit 

somewhat later in the discharge process. Moreover, there is an obvious transition 

during this voltage plateau, as the activity is moving from the membrane to the 

electrode region. The contribution to the current of the membrane does not become 

negative. Hence the otherwise mobile polysulfide species, formed during the first 

stages of discharge, are irreversibly trapped in the membrane. The LTO membrane 

is incapable of supplying the adhered lithium sulfides with electrons, therefore, 

these polysulfides cannot be further reduced. Furthermore the jump is much lower 

than previously seen for the composite electrode, the ratio between lithium 

concentration increase and applied current never reaches 1. A clear indication of 

soluble products, and consequently capacity, is leaving the measurement scope. 

This explains the poor capacity obtained for this cell compared to the composite 

electrode.  

To exclude the scenario that significant regions of the carbon matrix are 

outside of the window, the potential was decreased further (to ~1.6V), such that 

the NO3 anions become instable, forming lithium oxide according to; 

 

 2𝐿𝑖+ + 𝑁𝑂3
− + 2𝑒− = 𝐿𝑖2𝑂(𝑠) + 𝑁𝑂2

−  

 

This would cause solid deposition of Li2O on the carbon host, and the exchange of 

NO3- with NO2- ions in solution. Hence this insoluble lithium oxide is only formed on 

the carbon electrode matrix. Therefore at 1.6 V the lithiation (normalized to the 

current) in the electrode should be found to be ~1 for both electrode 

configurations. This is the case for both cells, proving that the electrochemically 

active regions are fully within the window of the measurement. 

However, it should be noted that for both systems the absorption rate of 

polysulfides onto the LTO nanopowder does not occur on par with the applied 

current, which could be due to a lack of available surface sites. Here commercially 

available LTO nanopowder is used, which is not intended for this application33. 

Surely room for optimization is available, however, it is shown that operando NDP 

is a powerful tool to unambiguously show the effectivity of proposed Li polysulfide 

retention mechanisms. 

Based on our NDP spatiotemporal measurements, we were able to piece 

together a comprehensive picture of Li-S batteries at work, as sketched in Fig. 4.5. 

Starting from the rest period, where at OCP dissolved S8 rings are in an equilibrium 

concentration with the electrolyte. As soon as electrons are supplied, these rings 

are allowed to open and form PS complexes. This initiates to progressive 
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dissolution of the sulfur active material, see Fig. 4.5B. These complexes are 

molecules or possibly ionized to Li+ and Sn2-. From the results shown in Fig. 4.3 and 

4.4, we can confirm that the soluble polysulfides migrate out of the electrode and 

are adsorbed at LTO sites. In the case of the layered cell, this migration is observed 

by a subpar lithiation speed and through the lithium concentration increase in the 

LTO membrane, which at this voltage can only be attributed to absorbed lithium 

polysulfide species. This adsorption process also takes place in the composite 

electrode, but to a smaller extend due to the lower LTO loading. In the last step (Fig. 

4.5C) the dissolved polysulfide species react to form solid compounds which can 

only occur on a conducting surface, leading to a lithium ion concentration increase 

in the electrode region. Then the available polysulfide species are consumed, which 

in the composite electrode cell leads to a higher Li concentration, as adsorbed 

polysulfide can diffuse over the LTO surface to be reduced at the carbon matrix, 

whereas in the CS + LTO membrane electrode (layered) they are contained by the 

membrane, unable to participate in further reactions. Due to the conversion of 

dissolved polysulfide into solid products, the concentration in the electrode area 

decreases, hence it becomes thermodynamically favorable for polysulfide species 

from the electrolyte to diffuse towards the electrode region. This additional flux is 

registered atop of the reaction necessary to sustain the current.  
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Figure 4.5. Schematic representation of the (electro)chemical processes in the sulfur 

electrodes during discharge as derived from the operando NDP measurements. 

 

4.3 Conclusion 

By using neutron depth profiling  (NDP) we presented real-time evidence for 

polysulfide migration during different stages of the Li-S cell discharge process. As 

NDP enables us to measure Li concentration both in electrode and electrolyte 

simultaneously, we also presented the first in-operando evidence of polysulfide 

adsorption onto metal oxide (LTO). By comparing the electrochemical processes 

and the diffusional behavior of active material in Li-S batteries using  three 
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electrode types of Li-S based cells spatio-temporally measured via NDP, we set forth 

conclusive views that; 

(i) The utilization of the Li-S capacity is highly dependent on the 

availability of sulfur, the migration and adsorption of polysulfides and 

the applied current, demonstrating the importance of operando 

methods to determine accurately the inner mechanistic processes. 

(ii) Dissolved active species readily escape the electrode region, but 

remain mobile and therefore are able to return at a later stage in the 

discharge. 

(iii) Volume expansion can be in part offset by the dissolution of 

polysulfide, however the formation of solid products can strain the 

host matrix significantly. 

(iv) Trapping of polysulfides by using a metal oxide membrane interlayer 

does not necessarily improve the capacity of a Li-S battery. Instead 

ideal trapping-agents are mixed in the electrode matrix and 

electronically conductive, such that the agent can transfer electrons to 

the adhered species. Hence providing a catalytic function and aiding 

polysulfide redox reaction towards solid deposition.  

We therefore remark that for the design of commercial sulfur batteries, finding the 

optimum ratio between sulfur and adsorbing additive for dissolution and 

confinement and reutilization of polysulfide, is indispensable.. Thus, our findings 

enabled by spatio-temporal NDP measurement can guide both Li-S electrode and 

cell-design with negligible capacity fade  and improved life, which is the crucial step 

towards realizing commercially viable Li-S batteries.  

 

4.4 Methods 

Electrodes were prepared by the conventional slurry based process. A slurry was 

prepared by mixing Sulfur (Sigma Aldrich), Ketjen black (Akzo Nobel), KS4 graphite 

(Timcal) and PVDF (Kynar Flex) in a weight ratio of 60:15:10:15 in N-methyl 

pyrolidone (NMP, from Sigma Aldrich). For the LTO containing electrodes, 10 wt% 

pure LTO (particle size ~150 nm, Süd-Chemie) was applied to the mixture, at the 

expense of sulfur. The slurry was then casted onto Al-foil using a doctor blade. LTO 

membranes were prepared by mixing LTO and PVDF in a weight ratio of 85:15, 

without a conductive additive. The semiconducting LTO’s intrinsic low electronic 

conductivity and low operating potential should prevent electrochemical energy 

storage in the membrane and thereby solely showcasing the polysulfide 

confinement ability. The slurry was subsequently casted on a glass substrate and 

then immersed in demineralized water, which produced a free-standing membrane 

which is self-detachable from the substrate. This membrane is then dried and  
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stacked upon a standard carbon sulfur electrode, the two are not pressed or 

calendared to avoid electronic contact. Interested readers are referred to the 

supplementary information for SEM images of electrode cross sections. 

The cells were assembled inside an Ar filled glovebox with oxygen and water 

content less than 1 ppm. Lithium foil was used as the counter and reference 

electrode, combined with a glass fiber (Whatman) separator (~250 micron thick) 

and the working electrodes to make up the cell. As electrolyte a solution of 1M 

LiTFSI in TEGDME was used, with 1 wt% LiNO3 additive. The galvanostatic cycling 

experiments were performed with a programmable Maccor 4000 series 

galvanostat. The cells were discharged to 1 V and charged to 3.8 V vs. Li+/Li0 at 

various C-rates (1C = 1675 mA∙g-1).Prior to electrochemical measurements, the 

electrodes were shortly dried at 60°C in a vacuum oven.  

Pouch cells or coffee bag cells, similar to industrial practice were used in the 

neutron depth profiling set-up34,35. Their simplicity allows straightforward sealing 

of the current collector with the pouch material, enabling it to be used as a window 

for the 3H ions36,37. A window diameter of 16 mm was used, whilst electrodes were 

cast within a 13 mm diameter to facilitate alignment. Despite the high capacity and 

associated volume change of sulfur (80%)38 a constant energy to depth conversion 

is used, rationalized by the mere minor differences in the stopping power between 

the lithiated sulfur and the pristine material, especially in relation to the other 

constituents. The use of the low vapor pressure TEGDME solvent allows operation 

in the vacuum chamber of the NDP experiment39. 

In the NDP experiments the tritons, 3H+, formed from neutron capture are counted 

versus particle energy. Every, 3H+, counted reflects one lithium (6Li), while the 

associated energy reflects the depth of origin on the trajectory towards the 

detection. The energy lost per unit of length, or the stopping power, is calculated 

straightforwardly by taking into account all electrode constituents and their 

volume ratios27. It should be noted that all constituents are of similar stopping 

power and hence a change in volume ratio should not significantly alter the depth 

interpretation, see details in the supporting information chapter. Together the 

depth, sample area, measured beam intensity and known measurement efficiency 

allows for the translation of 3H+ counts into Li concentration as shown in Fig. 4.226.  
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Chapter 4  Supporting information 

Electrode fabrication: 

Electrodes with and without LTO were prepared by the conventional slurry based 

process. The slurry was casted onto Aluminum foil current collectors using a doctor 

blade. After drying at 70˚C in the coating was dried further in a vacuum (0.01 bar) 

oven for 1h at 60 ˚C, a cross section of such an electrode is shown in Fig. S4.1. LTO 

membranes were prepared by mixing LTO and PVDF in a weight ratio of 85:15, 

without a conductive additive. This slurry was casted on a glass plate and 

subsequently immersed in demineralized water. This process forms a self-

detaching and free-standing membrane. This membrane is then dried and  stacked 

upon a standard carbon sulfur electrode, the two are not pressed or calendared to 

avoid electronic contact, a SEM image of the cross sections of the stack. 

 

 
Figure S4.1. Scanning electron microscopy cross-sectional view of the electrodes on Al-foil 

applied in this study. a) A LTO + CS electrode, containing 10 w% LTO, and b) a CS electrode 

covered by an LTO membrane with the electrode region clarified by the dashed lines. The 

scale bars represent 10 µm. 

 

Despite the high capacity and large volume change of sulfur (80%)1 a constant 

energy to depth conversion is used, rationalized by the mere minor differences in 

the stopping power between the various constituents, see Fig. S4.2. 
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Figure S4.2 The stopping power of all cell constituents calculated using SRIM2. 

 

The standard cells, that is the CS electrode, which showed poor performance, 

especially in the first cycle. This result is, by itself, not enough to compare and 

deduce any beneficial properties or positive influence of the LTO membrane or LTO 

+ CS electrode, however an interesting result was obtained when a cell was paused 

mid-discharge, while it was entering the second plateau, shown in Fig. S4.3.  
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Figure S4.3. NDP result of the CS electrode. Lithiation degree is low as indicated by the light 

blue colors.  

 

The first plateau ~2.4V was relatively short and the cell quickly entered the second 

plateau, after approximately 2 hours. Nonetheless the CS electrode is lithiated, 

whereas the comparable CS electrode+LTO membrane needs almost 8 hours to 

reach a similar concentration in the electrode. Hence it seems that the rapid voltage 

drop allows an earlier onset of solid sulfur deposition. However, when after 4 hours 

discharge was stopped and the cell was left to rest for 1 hour, the lithium 

concentration decreased. Indicating that lithium had left the measurement scope. 

This concentration increase and decrease might be explained by soluble polysulfide 

species diffusing slowly outward of the porous network, however this was not 

observed in the cells containing LTO additives. An alternative explanation could be 

that the solid deposits are re-dissolved with the aid of sulfide (S8) rings from the 

available uncycled sulfur. This observation helps to explain the large experimental 

discrepancies in the reported onset of solid deposition1, 3, 4, 5. 
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Abstract 

Enabling the transition to renewable power sources requires further optimization 

of batteries in terms of energy/power density and cost-effectiveness. Increasing the 

practical thickness of Li ion battery electrodes not only can improve energy density 

on cell level but reduces manufacturing cost. However, thick electrodes exhibit 

sluggish charge-transport kinetics and are mechanically less stable, typically 

resulting in substandard battery performance compared to the current commercial 

standards (50 micron). Here we disclose a novel method based on immersion 

precipitation by employing a non-solvent to solidify the battery binder, instead of 

solvent evaporation. This method allows for the fabrication of thick and suitable 

density electrodes (>100 microns with ultra-high mass loading) offering excellent 

electrochemical performance and mechanical stability. Using commercial electrode 

active materials at a remarkable mass-loading of 24 mg cm-2, the electrodes 

processed via immersion method are shown to deliver 3.5 mAh cm-2 at a rate of 2C 

and operate at rates up to 10C. As additional figure of merit, this method produces 

electrodes that are both stand-alone and highly flexible, which have been evaluated 

in flexible full-cells. Furthermore, via immersion precipitation the commonly used 

more toxic N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone can be supplanted by environmentally benign 

dimethyl sulfoxide as solvent for processing electrode layers. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Li-ion batteries (LIB) with high energy density and adequate power output are 

required to enable heavy-duty applications such as power tools, drones/robots, 

power storage from intermittent energy sources1, and electric vehicles with 

optimal driving range. To put these in practice a rapid improvement in both battery 

energy/power density and cost-effectiveness is needed. A straightforward way to 

improve the energy density of batteries is to adopt thicker electrodes. This 

increases the energy density on the cell level and reduces the cost as it minimizes 

inactive components such as current collectors and separators, and requires only 

fewer layers to be processed (see Fig. 5.1a,b)2, 3. If one assumes doubling the 

electrode thickness from 50 to 100 µm, the increase in volumetric and gravimetric 

energy density (without considering the packaging) can be estimated to be  16 and 

20%, respectively (see Supporting Information). The cost reduction as a result of 

doubling the electrode thickness has been calculated to be in the range of 16 to 

25%2, 3. However, there are two major hurdles en route to achieving operable thick 

battery electrodes. Firstly, the commercial LIB-electrodes are produced by coating 

a slurry that is prepared by mixing a liquid solvent, a polymeric binder, active 

material and conductive carbon on metal foils as current collector (Cu or Al). The 

slot-die coated metal foils are then dried and followed by roll-mill pressing. For 
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research purposes the method remains mostly unaltered, however often a doctor 

blade technique is used for casting4. Unfortunately, thick coatings are prone to form 

cracks due to high stress developed during drying, and tend to crumble away or 

detach from metal current collectors and mechanically weak electrodes are 

extremely difficult to process using roll-to-roll coaters. Consequently, these issues 

limit electrode thickness for this method to the maximum of 100 μm, where high-

performance LIB electrodes in practice even have thinner electrodes of 50-60 μm3, 

5, 6. In addition, the current process does not impart electrodes with sufficient 

mechanical strength and resilience for applications such as wearable electronics, 

bendable smart phones and medical implants. To date, the development of flexible 

electrodes relies heavily on the use of expensive and advanced carbon structures 

such as carbon nanotubes, nanofibers and graphene(oxide) to accommodate 

flexibility7, 8. 

Secondly, the diffusion limited ionic resistance increases exponentially 

with increasing thickness, leading to poor electrochemical performance and drastic 

reduction in both energy/power capabilities. In fact the extent to which electrodes 

can be thickened depends on whether battery performance still meets the 

power/energy requirements of the given application (e.g. portable electronics or 

electric vehicles). Therefore, unless considerable improvements on thick electrodes 

in terms of charge transport kinetics and mechanical integrity are achieved, it is 

highly unlikely to increase the energy density by increasing the thickness, without 

compromising the power density. This severely bottlenecks the fabrication of thick 

electrodes on commercial scale to date. 

Surprisingly, research on the fabrication and optimization of thick 

electrodes is limited9-16, let alone those that are capable of being self-supporting or 

flexible. Furthermore, much of battery materials research is conducted on thin and 

low mass-loading electrodes (~1mg cm-2), which cannot be directly used to 

extrapolate and predict the performance of thick electrodes that are plagued by 

severe mechanical and charge transport issues17-19. It is therefore difficult to 

translate results based on low mass loadings into real-world batteries. Also, it is 

often not indicated whether such special methods and/or conductive additives 

adopted in research can actually make the fabrication of battery electrodes to be 

economically feasible and/or scalable. 

In this work we present a versatile method for the fabrication of high 

performance thick and flexible electrodes by a phase inversion process, namely 

immersion precipitation. This process allows for the choice between substrate 

based (with current collectors) and self-supporting electrodes (stand-alone). To 

show the versatility of the method and its relevance to commercial battery 

electrodes, we tested electrodes produced by this method using commercial lithium 
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titanate (Li4Ti5O12, or LTO), lithium iron phosphate (LFP) and lithium cobalt oxide 

(LCO) as active materials. The obtained electrodes are flexible, mechanically stable, 

and can easily be made thicker than current standards. Electrodes with a high mass-

loading of 24 mg cm-2, corresponding to a capacity of 4 mAh cm-2, can be cycled at 

high C-rates. 

 

 
Fig. 5.1 Schematic representation of doubling battery electrode thickness. a) A conventional 

battery based on thin electrodes and a battery with the same theoretical capacity, but based 

on twice as thick electrodes, resulting in a reduction of inactive materials, and thus costs. b) 

The battery with two times thicker electrodes at the right has the same amount of active 

material in a smaller volume and with lower mass because of the lower number of current 

collectors and separators, needing a lower amount of layers to process. The components are 

drawn to scale; separator 25µm, Cu 9µm, Al 15µm. c) The fabrication of self-supporting 

electrodes using immersion precipitation. 

 

 

5.2 Results and discussion 

Phase inversion is the general term for a process of controlled polymer 

transformation from the dissolved liquid to solid precipitate phase. The method is 
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a well-established large-scale process to synthesize polymer membranes for 

diverse applications20. Conversely, with regard to battery electrodes the technique 

is seldom applied and publications on this topic are scarce21-25. Phase inversion is 

often achieved by immersion precipitation, also referred to as non-solvent induced 

phase separation. Here a polymer containing solution is casted on a suitable 

support and subsequently immersed in a coagulation bath containing a non-solvent 

for the polymer that mixes well with the polymer solvent. The exchange of the 

polymer solution and the non-solvent leads to a thermodynamically unstable 

system, causing liquid–liquid de-mixing. This typically results in a two-phase 

system, i.e., a solid polymer-rich phase which solidifies through processes such as 

gelation, vitrification, or crystallization, resulting in the membrane structure, in 

which a liquid polymer-poor phase induces the formation of pores in the 

membrane. The kinetic aspects that play a role in immersion precipitation are 

mostly related to the exchange rate of solvent out of, and non-solvent into, the 

casting solution, which in turn is related to (non-)solvent molecule size, miscibility, 

and the viscosity of the coating. All these factors that affect the rate of polymer 

solidification ultimately determine the physical morphology of membranes formed 

by this method20, 26. 

We adopt this immersion precipitation in the conventional Li-ion electrode 

fabrication to achieve thick and flexible electrodes by introducing only a minor 

alteration of the conventional slurry casting method, in order to meet 

manufacturability compliance. Basically, the battery electrodes are made following 

the conventional slurry casting method, however, before the drying step the casted 

electrode is shortly submerged in a coagulation bath containing a non-solvent for 

the binder (Fig. 5.1c). This modification has surprising impact on the morphology 

and structural integrity of the obtained electrode. Electrodes produced by this 

method are over ~100 µm thick while being highly flexible, with no sign of cracking 

or delamination, an example is shown in Fig. 5.2a. Casting exactly the same slurry 

(as used in immersion method) but using a drying step to invert the phase of the 

binder, as is done traditionally, leads to a cracked and delaminated layer (Fig. 5.2b). 

This points to the beneficial effects of the coagulation step on the electrode’s 

mechanical characteristics. This is better reflected by the fact that, after an 

extended period in the coagulation bath, the electrodes release themselves from the 

(sufficiently smooth) substrate as a self-supporting polymer bound film (Fig. 5.2c 

and 5.2d).  

Remarkable levels of mass loading (similar to commercial levels) can be 

achieved as the self-supporting electrodes can be casted to thicknesses of hundreds 

of microns. Alternatively, the electrodes can be processed relatively thin and 

conveniently stacked on top of each other to obtain the desired mass loading. Fig. 
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5.2e shows a cross-section of a typical self-supporting electrode with a binder 

content as low as 5wt% (this wt.% is close to industry standard) and these 

electrodes were used for the electrochemical measurements (inset of Fig. 5.2e). It 

can be observed that the electrode is characterized by a high porosity, while 

providing excellent interconnectivity between the individual electrode 

constituents, allowing the electrode to be substrate free. 

 

 
Fig. 5.2 Flexible ~100 µm thick LTO electrodes made by the immersion precipitation 

method. a) An electrode with 8 wt% binder on standard aluminum foil at a bending radius 

of 10 mm. Processing the same slurry by the conventional way of evaporating the solvent 

results in an extremely cracked and delaminated layer (b). c and d) A self-supporting, highly 

flexible electrode with 15 wt% binder. e) A SEM image of the cross-section of a self-

supporting electrode with a binder content of 5 wt%, the scale bar represents 50 µm. These 

self-supporting electrodes were cut into 0.5 cm2 disks (inset) and used in test cells. 

 

To quantify the apparent difference in physical properties of both types of 

electrodes, tensile testing was performed. Fig. S5.1 shows the stress-strain curve 

of an immersion precipitation LTO electrode with 5wt% PVDF and a thickness of 

150 µm. The tensile strength amounts to 0.25 MPa at breaking point. This is quite 

remarkable since pure (100%) PVDF membranes fabricated through phase 

inversion processes are known to have a tensile strength of 2-5 MPa27, 28. On the 

contrary, when same slurry was used to make equally thick electrodes through the 

conventional drying technique, this yielded a cracked layer similar to the one 

depicted in Fig. 5.2b. The recovered cracked and brittle flakes have extremely poor 

mechanical integrity and could not be tested with that range of electrode thickness. 
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To reveal the origins of the enhanced mechanical integrity, a simple membrane, 

purely for imaging purposes, was made with both immersion and conventional 

methods, consisting of 95 wt% glassy carbon and 5 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF). The reasons why we chose glassy carbon to reveal how PDVF is distributed 

across these electrodes are as follows. Firstly, they have spherical particles, and are 

relatively monodisperse, which allows for optimal discernibility of the binder 

phase. Secondly, it is extremely difficult to distinguish the PVDF network in the 

presence of LTO particles and Super P (Fig. 5.2e), which fill-up entire void space, 

making the visualization of PVDF almost impossible by scanning electron 

microscopy. Therefore, the glassy carbon and PVDF is the simplest but yet the most 

effective choice for demonstrating this. Fig. 5.3 shows the cross sections and top 

views of both types of electrodes. Clearly, it can be observed that long-range 

cobweb like PVDF structures run throughout the immersion precipitated 

membrane (Fig. 5.3b), whereas in conventionally prepared films on Al substrates 

(Fig. 5.3a), no macroscopic PVDF networks or filaments were present. It is a 

general consensus that the dissolved polymer binder tends to adsorb onto battery 

materials (active particles and carbon) already in the slurry, i.e. before drying29. 

This process should thus occur for both methods. This binder layer on the electrode 

particles is able to glue neighboring particles together, i.e. forming connections on 

a small length scale, and seems to be the only mechanism occurring for the 

conventionally prepared membrane. The absence of binder or its scarce 

distribution across the conventionally prepared film can be further clarified by 

taking a look at the top of the electrode, where large aggregates of PVDF binder 

undergoing phase segregation/isolation can be observed. Energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy mapping of fluorine was used to confirm the large PVDF particles 

(Fig. S5.2). This upward binder diffusion during drying is often observed in the 

conventional method (be it to a lesser extent than in our glassy carbon membrane 

used here for imaging clarity)30, 31. The quick inversion of the binder via the 

immersion precipitation technique can overcome this problem by severely limiting 

the time for the binder to diffuse, and thus produces a homogeneous distribution of 

polymeric filaments throughout electrodes. Due to the ineffective precipitation of 

the non-adsorbed binder that occurs during drying, the ability of battery particles 

to glue each other at larger length scales is severely diminished, explaining the 

brittle nature of conventional electrodes. Conversely, during the immersion method 

the surplus of polymer in solution tends to precipitate as cobweb like structures, 

well distributed throughout the film, which, in addition to the adsorbed binder 

layer on the battery particles, results in a flexible layer with excellent interparticle 

connection. We remark that only a small fraction of PVDF is adsorbed on the 

particles and therefore much of it still in solution during drying, perhaps more than 
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in a typical slurry containing also a carbon additive. It is probably caused by the 

limited affinity between glassy carbon and PVDF, or simply due to the small surface 

area of the smooth and relatively large particles. Nevertheless these experiments 

unambiguously establish that the distribution and secondary morphology of PVDF 

binder within electrodes for the two methods determine their mechanical integrity 

and resilience. Especially, even for materials with limited binder adsorption, 

immersion precipitation, as opposed to the conventional method, is able to produce 

flexible membranes with a homogeneous binder distribution. 

 

 
Fig. 5.3 Scanning electron microscopy images of 95 wt% glassy carbon membranes (5 wt% 

PVDF). Side-view (a) and top-view (c) of a conventionally prepared membrane on Al-foil. 

Side-view (b) and top-view (d) of a self-supporting membrane via immersion precipitation. 

The scale bars represent 20 µm. 

 

As a next step we fabricated both half and full cells with the thick and flexible LTO 

electrodes to assess their electrochemical performance. First, as control 

experiments, LTO electrodes with an active mass loading of 1.5 mg cm-2 (0.26 mAh 

cm-2) were tested, which is a typical mass-loading adopted in lab-scale research 

purposes. Fig. S5.3 in the supporting information shows the rate capability and 

cycle life tests. The electrodes are able to retain 25% of their initial capacity at a 

very high rate of 100C and their capacity loss is only 3% over 1000 cycles at a 5C 

charge and discharge rate, delivering around 140 mAh g-1. The overall 

electrochemical performance of these electrodes is comparable to literature 
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reports that exploit more sophisticated techniques and materials32-35, however, as 

discussed earlier, such low mass loadings have little-to-no relevance with respect 

to commercial applications. Commercial battery electrodes typically have 

capacities around 2 mAh cm-2 or higher, and an active material loading of at least 

90 wt%.  

To demonstrate the potential of immersion precipitation for commercial 

application, self-supporting electrodes consisting of 90 wt% active material, 5 wt% 

conductive carbon, and 5 wt% binder were prepared with a LTO mass-loading of 

24 mg cm-2 (4.2 mAh cm-2). Fig. 5.4a shows the rate capability of such a high mass 

loading electrode. At rates that are critical for practical application (0.5 to 2C 

required for electric vehicles and power tools), it shows excellent performance. In 

this range the electrode delivers a high capacity in excess of 3.5 mAh cm-2. It is 

important to assess whether this capacity is attained in an energy efficient way, and 

therefore the voltage curves as a function of specific capacity are shown in Fig. 5.4b. 

At 2C the LTO electrode still delivers 140 mAh g-1, about 80% of its theoretical 

specific capacity (175 mAh g-1). In terms of over-potentials, the difference between 

the output and equilibrium voltage of the cell, it is important to consider that the 

associated ohmic heating would cause the battery temperature to increase. 

However, at increased temperature the ionic conduction improves, which in turn 

lowers the over-potential and thus the losses. To test the degree to which this effect 

takes place on electrodes prepared via immersion precipitation, temperature 

dependent cycling measurements were carried out, which are shown in Fig. 5.4c. 

With LTO being an anode (low-voltage) material it is important to focus on the 

discharge (lithiation) of the electrode, as this would correspond to the charging 

process in a full cell, which is required to proceed quickly. The discharge was 

conducted at 2C (corresponding to a full charge in 30 minutes). When the battery 

temperature was increased from 25 to 45°C, the over-potentials decreased more 

than 40%, which indicates reduced efficiency losses. Assuming an operating 

temperature of max 45°C, a charge rate of 2C to 80% of an 80kWh battery and an 

over-potential of 0.11V at a cell potential of 3.5V, one would need to cool away an 

amount of heat losses of 4 kWh (see Supporting Information). Such cooling amount 

appears practically feasible. 
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Fig. 5.4 Electrochemical testing of high mass-loading LTO electrodes. a) Apparent areal 

capacity as a function of C-rate. b) Voltage curves as a function of specific capacity for various 

C-rates. c) Voltage curves as a function of specific capacity of a 24 mg cm-2 electrode cycled 

at 2C, with the difference in equilibrium and discharge voltage indicated at half state-of-

charge. d) Cycle performance at a rate of 1C of an electrode with a mass-loading of 14 mg cm-

2. 

 

 

To compare electrodes via immersion precipitation with standard electrodes, the 

same slurry (as in the immersion method) was used to prepare electrodes as in the 

conventional way (drying method). First of all, the electrodes had to be casted 

relatively thin in order to obtain an acceptable level of structural integrity that 

allows for the fabrication of electrodes and testing. In principle it is possible to cast 

slurries to obtain same electrode thickness as that of immersion method but 

electrodes showed increased tendency to delaminate and crumble away. Solvent 

evaporation in the conventional method causes a larger proportion of binder to 

leave the active particles behind and to precipitate at the top of electrodes, which 

further aggravates the problem of binder deficiency across the bulk electrodes, 

leading to coatings with poor mechanical properties. The dried electrodes had a 

thickness of 80 µm before calendaring and an areal mass loading of 11 mg cm-2. 

Strikingly, having only less than half of the areal mass loading (compared to 24 mg 
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cm-2), these electrodes show similar or even more dependency on the (dis)charge 

rate (Fig. 5.4a) and greater over-potentials than the high-mass loading electrode 

prepared via immersion precipitation. Especially during charging the over-

potentials were much larger than those of the much heavier counterpart. Already 

at 1C the electrode cannot be fully charged (dashed line Fig. 5.4b). At the high cycle 

rates (5 to 10C) an abrupt drop in performance is observed for both electrodes. At 

such high current densities the Li-ion transport through the electrolyte becomes a 

severe limiting factor10, 11, 36. However the mere fact that the immersion 

precipitation electrodes can still be cycled at these rates is significant. For 

comparison, very recently Elango et al.15 have proposed an interesting route to 

achieve electrode thickness as high as 1000 microns by combining spark plasma 

sintering and salt templating. As expected, rate performance tests showed that 

while the capacity of LFP based electrodes dropped close to zero at 2C, LTO based 

electrodes reached almost zero capacity at 1C, attributed to poor charge transport 

across electrodes. Despite the high energy density these thick electrodes can pack, 

they are not suitable for high-power applications for example electric vehicles.  

To test the cycle stability, a high mass-loading electrode of 14 mg cm-2 was 

cycled at 1C (Fig. 5.4d). The electrode exhibits a very stable capacity for 70 cycles, 

after which it shows only a slight decline. After 100 cycles the electrode still has a 

specific capacity of almost 140 mAh g-1 which is 90% of the initial capacity. After 

100 cycles at 1C, the C-rate was lowered to 0.2C. At the lower cycle rate the initial 

capacity is again achieved, indicating the kinetic origin of the observed fractional 

decrease. The decline is for the largest part related to the degradation of the Li 

anode of the half-cell, as the development of solid electrolyte interface and 

dendrites with every cycle is very large due to the high areal capacity of the tested 

electrode18. In the Supporting Information (Fig. S5.4) we show for a cell with 

similar mass loading that by replacing the Li anode most of the ‘lost’ reversible 

capacity can be recovered. 

It is important to note that the conventionally prepared electrodes had to 

be compacted (equivalent to calendaring) in order to improve their performance, 

whereas the electrodes via immersion precipitation can be used as prepared. Even 

though in this work the calendaring procedure for conventional electrodes was not 

optimized and therefore maximum performance most likely was not yet achieved, 

it still provides sufficient insights into how critical this calendaring step is for 

conventional electrodes, whereas for immersion precipitation electrodes it is a non-

factor. This is especially surprising as electrodes obtained through the immersion 

precipitation process are typically characterized by a relatively high porosity21. 

Such a degree of porosity (>40%) in conventional battery electrodes often means 

poor inter-particle connectivity and consequently has a negative effect on their 
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electronic conductivity and thus their performance37, 38. Increasing the porosity can 

be a strategy to improve the performance of an electrode as it would result in a 

larger electrode/electrolyte interface for charge transfer and a better ability to 

accommodate volume changes of the active material during cycling39. This strategy 

can thus be pursued with the immersion precipitation electrodes, as high porosity 

can be achieved without compromising the inter-connectivity of the electrode 

particles. However, from practical application standpoint an optimal volumetric 

capacity is desired. This means the electrode porosity should be minimized to the 

point where the performance of the electrode still meets the requirement of the 

application. Remarkably, a compressed phase inversion LTO electrode with a 

porosity of only 32% and a mass loading of approximately 20 mg cm-2 showed only 

a moderate decrease in rate capability compared to its 67% porous counterpart 

(Fig. S5.5, Supporting Information). 

The excellent performance of the immersion precipitated electrodes might 

be partly explained by the enhanced particle interconnectivity, which facilitates 

good electronic conductivity everywhere throughout the film. Indeed, the DC 

electrical resistance of immersion electrodes is 37% lower than a conventional 

electrode with the same mass loading (Table S5.1). However at the high current 

densities applied in this study, the ionic transport through the porous electrode 

would still be a limiting factor10, 11. This is supported by the large decrease in 

polarization at higher temperatures (Fig. 5.4c) due to the decrease of the ionic 

resistivity of the electrolyte, whereas the electronic resistance is less temperature 

dependent. Therefore the enhanced performance should (for the larger part) be a 

result of an increased ionic transport in the electrode, which in turn is associated 

with the pore morphology. Ionic effects such as charge transfer resistance and ion 

diffusivity are reflected in the impedance of the electrode at lower and midrange 

frequencies40. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy confirms an overall lower 

impedance in this range for the electrodes made via immersion precipitation (Fig. 

S5.6), which proves that immersion electrodes offer better ionic conductivity. Also, 

the Low DC resistance and Impedance of electrodes prepared via immersion is 

indicative of optimal degree of PVDF crystallization, combined with its uniform 

distribution across electrodes, and therefore immersion method provides a novel 

solution for uneven binder distribution and high degree of crystallization that can 

lead to high electrode impedance. While the SEM images (Fig. 5.1) offered the first 

glimpse of porosity and interconnectivity in immersion electrodes, more light can 

be shed on the porous networks formed within both types of electrodes (immersion 

and conventional) by conducting mercury intrusion porosimetry. Fig. S5.7 shows 

the intrusion and extrusion of mercury as a function of pore diameter (applied 

pressure). Based on the volume of mercury that could infiltrate the films, their 
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porosity is deduced to be 60%, which is consistent with their apparent porosity 

based on their geometry and density. Both electrodes have very similar pore size 

distribution, ranging between 100-300 nm, characterized by a steep increase in 

mercury intrusion. However upon extrusion the conventional electrode shows 

large hysteresis. This is associated with a non-uniform pore shape and/or a poorer 

interconnectivity of the pores41. This is also reflected in the pore tortuosity and 

permeability measured by this method. The electrode via immersion precipitation 

shows a ~20% lower tortuosity (2.05 vs. 2.53) and its permeability is 2.5 times 

higher than the conventional electrode (91625 vs. 35307 mdarcy), which explains 

its enhanced ionic transport. The origin may lie in the fact that during phase 

inversion the non-solvent diffuses all the way through the film, from the top to the 

bottom, which leaves long and connected pores stretching across the whole film, 

whereas for conventional electrodes their pore structure is based upon much more 

random processes that occur during the (slow) removal of the solvent as a vapor. 

We had used higher % binder (8 or 15 wt %) only to demonstrate that even such 

high binder concentration the electrodes have exceptional mechanical properties 

such as crack-free (>100 um) layers and ultra-flexible self-supporting electrodes. 

This cannot be achieved via conventional method where the same binder % leads 

to severe cracks and delamination and poor quality coating. Especially when the 

mass loading is very high due to the doubling electrode thickness, there needs to be 

much higher amount of binder but they should be highly networked and evenly 

distributed throughout electrodes to impart a high degree of mechanical flexibility 

and resilience (in particular for flexible electrode applications). Lower binder (5%), 

which is close to industrial standard, can also be administered in thick electrodes 

for standard batteries. Practically in lab-scale battery studies 10% binder content 

in electrodes is very common, which is almost double that of commercial 

electrodes, but then the actual mass loadings is typically 1 to 2 mg cm-2, which is at 

least 10 times smaller than that of commercial electrodes. In our studies, we have 

achieved a well-balanced recipe using immersion method for producing high-

performance thick electrodes (with low binder) for standard batteries and ultra-

flexible thick electrodes that can have either commercial level binder or more for 

special proposes. This of course involves a trade-off between energy density and 

electrode mechanical flexibility. 

We further emphasis that the immersion precipitation method for battery 

electrodes is by no means limited to LTO21. Electrochemical tests of LFP and LCO 

electrodes and LTO-LFP full cells are supplied in the Supporting Information, Fig. 

S5.8 and Fig. S5.9, respectively. As a proof of concept we fabricated a flexible LTO-

LFP pouch-cell (1 mAh cm-2), shown in Fig. 5.5. The flexible battery is able to power 

a red light emitting diode (LED) even when it is completely folded (bending angle 
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~180°), and during battery bent (to full folding) and flat stages the LED showed no 

change in intensity.  

 

 
Fig. 5.5 A flexible LTO-LFP cell powering a red LED while being bent at different angles; 135° 

(top), and 180° (bottom).  

 

In terms of solvent-binder combinations, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and PVDF 

were used in this study, as it is the most widely applied solvent-binder combination 

for Li-ion electrodes. However, the commonly used polymers besides PVDF such as 

carboxymethyl cellulose and styrene-butadiene rubber have convenient non-

solvents available that are miscible with their standard solvents, which suggests 

that they are applicable for immersion precipitation. In particular, because the 

widely used NMP is carcinogenic we tested the compatibility of this immersion 

process with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) that is a relatively green solvent instead of 

NMP. Fig. S5.10 in the Supporting Information compares the rate performance of 
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electrodes processed using these two solvents. The electrodes showed almost 

identical performance, which indicates that DMSO can be used as effectively as NMP 

with the method presented in this paper. Being able to replace more toxic NMP by 

DMSO for electrode fabrication would be a great improvement in terms of safety 

and environmental impact.  

In conclusion, we presented a simple, potentially low-cost method based 

on immersion precipitation to fabricate both thick (over 100 micron) and flexible 

(self-supporting) electrodes without compromising the energy/power density. 

Owing to the unique porous structures with low tortuosity and high permeability 

and excellent interconnectivity of active particles facilitated by this immersion 

method, the thick electrodes still offer excellent electrochemical performance, in 

particular at rates (0.5-2C) that are required for enabling high power applications. 

For example, electrodes containing commercial LTO were tested with a high mass-

loading of 24 mg cm-2, achieving a capacity of 4 mAh cm-2 at 1C and operate at rates 

up to 10C. Furthermore flexible full cells (with LTO and LFP) were shown to be fully 

operational while they were folded at a bending angle ~180°. This method can be 

extended to many combinations of binders, electrode materials and (non-)solvents 

for achieving both ultra-thick and flexible electrodes. Our findings point to a new 

way for developing high performance standard batteries with thick electrodes, and 

thus improved energy density, as well as highly flexible electrodes without needing 

special additives.  

 

5.3 Methods 

Electrode fabrication by immersion precipitation. First, PVDF (Sigma Aldrich) and 

either NMP (Sigma Aldrich) or DMSO (sigma Aldrich), were mixed in a planetary 

ball mill. The mass ratio of PVDF:solvent ranged from 1:10 to 1:20. Then, 

commercial LTO (particle size ~150 nm, Süd-Chemie) or LFP (carbon coated 

particles 140 nm, Phostech) or LCO (Sigma Aldrich) powder and carbon black Super 

P (Timcal) were added and mixed, to obtain a viscous, paste-like, slurry. 

Subsequently, the slurry was casted on aluminum foil or a glass plate by a doctor 

blade technique and immersed in a water bath. The Al-foil based electrodes were 

immersed for a few seconds. The short period of time in contact with water is 

sufficient to induce the phase inversion but does not cause delamination. The 

electrodes casted on glass were immersed for a longer period of time 

(approximately 1 minute) after which they spontaneously released, yielding a 

flexible self-supporting membrane. Fig. 5.1c shows a schematic representation of 

this procedure. The electrodes were not compressed, unless otherwise stated. The 

electrochemical measurements in this work were performed on self-supporting 

electrodes with a mass ratio of 90:5:5, active materials, Super P, PVDF, respectively. 
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The (apparent) porosity was calculated based on the geometry and weight of the 

electrodes and the density of the constituents, and ranged from 60-67% for non-

calendared electrodes. 

 

Electrode characterization. The morphology of the electrodes was examined with a 

JEOL JSM-IT100 scanning electron microscope, operating at an acceleration voltage 

of 5 kV. 

Impedance spectroscopy was executed with an Autolab PGSTAT302N, for 

frequencies ranging from 106 to 0.1 Hz, with an AC signal of 10 mV. The DC 

resistance was obtained through Ohms law, by placing the electrodes between two 

metal connectors and measuring the current when applying 0.1V.  

Tensile strength measurements were performed with a TA Instruments DMA Q800, 

with a displacement of 100 µm/min. 

The porosity was investigated by mercury intrusion porosimetry with a 

Micrometrics PoroSizer 9320 applying a maximum intrusion pressure of 207MPa. 

In addition to the pore volume and pore size distribution, the permeability was 

obtained by using an empirical correlation established by Katz et al.42, 43 which 

relates permeability to a critical pore diameter. The critical pore diameter is 

obtained by identifying the first inflection point on the steeply rising range of the 

intrusion curve. This point corresponds closely to the pore size at which mercury 

first finds a path spanning the sample. The samples were coarse powders, scraped 

off the aluminum current collector or fragmented self-supporting films. The 

measured inter particle volume (pore sizes > 100 um) was discarded and not 

shown. 

 

Electrochemical measurements. Prior to measurements, the electrodes were dried 

at 80°C in a vacuum oven overnight. The employed electrochemical cells were 

purpose-built prototypes consisting of two stainless steel vacuum flanges, 

described elsewhere25. The cells were assembled inside an Ar filled glovebox with 

oxygen and water content less than 1 ppm. Lithium foil was used as the counter and 

reference electrode, combined with a glass fiber (Whatman) separator and the 

working electrodes to make up the cell. As electrolyte a solution of 1M LiPF6 in 

ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate (1:1 by volume) was used. To make 

flexible batteries, pouch cells were used. In brief, the electrodes were placed on a 

piece of aluminum foil (connected to the lug). After wetting with electrolyte, the 

electrode adheres to the metal foil, and after evacuating and sealing the cell, the 

components are compressed due to the pressure difference. The galvanostatic 

cycling experiments were performed with a programmable Maccor 4000 series 
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galvanostat. The cells were discharged to 1 V and charged to 2.5 V vs. Li+/Li0 at 

various C-rates (1C = 175 mA g-1). 
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Chapter 5  Supplementary information 

 

 

Fig. S5.1 Stress strain curve of a 90% LTO, 5% carbon black and 5% PVDF electrode. The 

inset shows the self-supporting electrode during tensile testing. 
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Fig. S5.2 SEM images and elemental mapping of carbon and fluorine of the top of a glassy 

carbon membrane made by the conventional method (left column), and immersion 

precipitation (right column). Note the finer PVDF distribution in the F image of the 

immersion precipitation membrane. The scale bar represents 30 µm. 
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Fig. S5.3 Electrochemical testing of low mass-loading (0.25mAh cm-2) LTO electrodes. a) 

Voltage profiles and specific capacity for various C-rates, b) long term cycle performance at 

5C with the voltage profile of cycle 1 and 1000, and c) the specific capacity and coulombic 

efficiency as a function of cycle number. (1C = 175 mA g-1) 
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Influence of the Li anode 

Fig. S5.4 shows the cycle performance at 1C of a high mass-loading LTO battery. 

After approximately 120 cycles an obvious decline in performance is observed. 

After 200 cycles the C-rate was changed to C/5 which results in achieving a much 

higher capacity. This indicates that the active material was not lost during cycling, 

but points to a kinetic reason for the capacity decline. To investigate the role of the 

electrolyte and the Li anode, the cell was opened and the electrolyte was replaced. 

Cycling the cell at 1C shows similar capacity output as before. However after 

opening the cell again, this time replacing the Li metal anode, a significant rise in 

capacity was observed. This clearly shows the enormous influence of the standard 

reference/counter electrode on the overall performance of the cell; the high mass 

loading immersion precipitation electrode itself will follow the dotted line. 

 

Fig. S5.4 Cycle performance at a rate of 1C of an LTO electrode with a mass-loading of 15 mg 

cm-2. Note that the high mass loading of the LTO leads to capacity instability problems at the 

Li metal counter electrode that is applied. This is illustrated by the recovery of the capacity 

when replacing the Li metal counter electrode. 
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Fig. S5.5 Comparison of the voltage output as a function of specific capacity of a 67% porous 

LTO electrode (dotted lines) and a 32% porous calendared one, for different C-rates. The 

(active) mass loading of the electrodes is approximately 20 mg cm-2. (1C = 175 mA g-1). At 

practical C-rates up to 2C similar behavior is observed while at the highest charge rates the 

less porous electrode reaches the highest capacities. 
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Fig. S5.6 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of two LTO electrodes of equal mass 

loading made by immersion precipitation and conventional drying. 

 

 

Table S5.1 

LTO electrode (method) Resistance (Ω cm-2) 

Drying 5.4 

Immersion precipitation 3.4 
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Fig. S5.7 Cumulative mercury in- and extrusion as a function of pore size for an LTO 

electrode made by both conventional and immersion methods. 
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Fig. S5.8 Galvanostatic testing of a 21 mg cm-2 LFP (a,b) and LCO (c,d) electrodes with the 

areal capacity as a function of C-rate and the corresponding voltage profiles as a function of 

specific capacity. (1C = 160 mA g-1) 

 

 

 

Fig. S5.9 Galvanostatic testing of a LTO-LFP full cell. a) Typical (dis)charge curves at 0.1 

(black) and 1C (red) as a function of specific capacity (based on the LTO electrode) and b) 

cycling performance and coulombic efficiency at 1C. The battery was anode (LTO) limited. 
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Fig. S5.10 Cycle performance for varying C-rates of 8 mg cm-2 LTO electrodes made through 

immersion precipitation, using a NMP- and DMSO-based slurry. The inset shows the voltage 

curves as a function of specific capacity, cycling at 5C. 
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Estimation of heat generation during battery charging 

Assuming a charge rate of 2C to 80% of an 80kWh battery and an over-potential of 

0.11V at a cell potential of 3.5V the heat losses would amount to 

2x0.8x80kWx0.11/3.5 = 4.02 kWh. 

 

Estimation of volumetric/gravimetric energy density increase 

For the estimation it was assumed that the battery consists of a double sided 

electrode coating with a graphite anode and a metal oxide cathode, it does not 

account for packaging. Furthermore, no adjustments in porosity of the electrode are 

presumed to balance the possible decline in power density when applying thicker 

electrodes. The unit cells used for the calculation have equal length (in plane) and 

are indicated in Fig. S5.11, along with the component thicknesses. The density of 

the components can be found in Table S2. 

 

 

Fig. S5.11 Electrode based on a) thin and b) thick electrodes. The area used for the 

calculation is indicated by the dashed line. The thickness of the copper foil, separator and 

aluminum foil is 9, 25, 15 µm, respectively.  
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        Table S5.2  

Component Density ρ (g cm-3) 

Anode 1.2a 

Cathode 2.1a 

Aluminum current collector 2.7 

Copper current collector 8.96 

Separator 0.55a 

a taken from ref. [1]  

 

The fraction with which the energy density increases volumetrically and 

gravimetrically respectively, is given by: 

 

 

 

With the component thickness d and density ρ. 

 

 

References 
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Summary 
 

Due to the electricity storage facilities required for a future powered on renewable 

energy, and due to the high performance batteries necessary for electric vehicles 

and mobile electronics, battery research and development is more urgent than ever. 

In this thesis battery technology was investigated both on the material-, as on the 

electrode-level. This research was carried out to elucidate working principles of 

new battery materials and to develop new fabrication methods as to contribute to 

improving Li-ion batteries. 

Lithium-sulfur batteries are considered a promising new battery 

technology, receiving significant research attention. Sulfur is low in cost, benign and 

abundant, and in its reaction with lithium can store a lot of energy. However, it is 

an electronic insulator. Moderate to high electronic conductivity is seen as a 

prerequisite for electrode materials. This bears the question why the lithium-sulfur 

can deliver a relatively high power. Chapter 2 studies the apparent discrepancy 

between its low electronic conductivity and relatively high performance, which had 

not been addressed in scientific studies previously. Simple in design, but very 

effective experiments were conducted that give decisive answers on the matter. In 

the cells that are tested the active material (sulfur) is physically (and electronically) 

separated from the electrode/current collector. The cells performed as usual, 

proving that the lithiation mechanism of sulfur involves sulfur as a molecular 

dissolved species, and provides a reason why the incredibly poor conductivity of 

sulfur doesn’t play a big role; reactions take place on a molecular level, without solid 

state conduction of electrons. In simpler words; the active material finds its way to 

the electrode/electrons, where normally the electrons diffuse through the (bulk) 

active material. 

In situ study of batteries forms an essential part of battery research. It is 

done without disassembling the cell and can also be conducted on a working cell 

(operando). This as opposed to post-mortem research, where the battery is affected 

and non-functional at the time of measurement. However, in order to conduct in 

situ measurements, the cell should be compatible with the method, which in most 

cases means the standard cell needs to be modified. In chapter 3 a comprehensive 

overview of in situ techniques and cell designs is given, with a focus on recent 

results and developments. Technique limitations and the impact of the cell 

adjustments are critically discussed. From the overview it is apparent that many in 

situ methods have similar requirements with respect to cell design, which allows to 

apply different in situ techniques in series to obtain more information. The most 

notable recent development is the rise of in situ transmission electron microscopy, 

which opens up a new area of investigating batteries on a nanoscale (during use). 
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However, the obtained results, valuable as they are, should be critically interpreted 

due to the special requirement imposed by the electron microscope, which only 

allows the use of vacuum proof nano-batteries, 

The accumulated knowledge on lithium-sulfur technology and operando 

measurements is combined in chapter 4. Neutron depth profiling was chosen based 

on its ability to measure the lithium concentration in both the electrode and the 

electrolyte, which is a major advantage for a system where the active material is not 

confined to the electrode area only. The measurements obtained during battery 

discharge directly showed the polysulfide diffusion in and out of the electrode and 

polysulfide adsorption on metal oxide particles within the battery. The observation 

experimentally confirmed the current theory on the lithiation mechanism of 

lithium-sulfur cells and gave direct evidence behind the optimization techniques 

currently employed based on chemical adsorption of active material. 

In the chapter 5 a different approach was taken to increase the energy 

density of batteries. Instead of having a focus on electrode materials, it concentrates 

on electrode manufacturing process; a kind of electrochemical engineering. The 

energy density on cell level can be increased by increasing the electrode thickness, 

as this increases the ratio of active and inactive materials in the battery, The 

thickness is currently limited by the mechanical integrity of the electrode, as well 

as the limited through-electrode ionic conductivity. To this end a method was 

presented based on a process called polymer phase inversion. It relies on mature 

polymer membrane technology and is very similar to the current wet processing 

techniques. However, the small adaptation of the conventional method by using a 

non-solvent to solidify the polymer binder, instead of drying, has large positive 

effects in terms of electrode flexibility and electrochemical performance. The good 

performance of the thick electrodes was shown to be an effect of the highly 

interconnected porosity, improving the ionic conductivity in the electrode, and the 

homogenous distribution of the polymer binder, which gives the electrodes their 

flexibility but also increases the electronic conductivity due to the enhanced 

physical contact of electrode material throughout the layer.  

 

  



 

 

Samenvatting 
 

Door de benodigde energie opslag faciliteiten voor een toekomst gebaseerd op 

duurzame energie, en door de hoogwaardige batterijen die nodig zijn voor 

elektrische voertuigen en mobiele elektronica, is batterij-onderzoek en -

ontwikkeling urgenter dan ooit. In dit proefschrift wordt batterij technologie 

onderzocht, zowel op materiaal- als op electrode-niveau. Dit onderzoek is gedaan 

om inzicht te krijgen in de werking van nieuwe batterij materialen en het 

ontwikkelen van nieuwe fabricatie methoden om daarmee bij te dragen aan de 

verbetering van Li-ion batterijen. 

Lithium-zwavel batterijen worden beschouwd als een veelbelovende 

nieuwe batterij-technologie en ontvangen veel aandacht van onderzoekers. Zwavel 

is goedkoop, goedaardig en overvloedig op aarde aanwezig en kan in reactie met 

lithium veel energie opslaan. Het is echter een elektronische isolator. Matige tot 

hoge elektronische geleiding wordt gezien als een vereiste voor 

elektrodematerialen. Dit roept de vraag op waarom de lithium-zwavel batterij een 

relatief hoog vermogen kan leveren. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de schijnbare 

discrepantie tussen de lage elektronische geleiding en relatief hoge prestaties 

bestudeerd, iets dat nog niet in eerdere wetenschappelijke studies was gedaan. 

Eenvoudig in ontwerp, maar zeer effectieve experimenten zijn uitgevoerd die 

duidelijke antwoorden over de kwestie geven. In de cellen die zijn getest, werd het 

actieve materiaal (zwavel) fysiek (en elektronisch) gescheiden van de 

elektrode/stroomcollector. De cellen werkten zoals gewoonlijk, waaruit blijkt dat 

het bij het lithiëring mechanisme van zwavel, zwavel als opgelost molecuul 

deelneemt, dit geeft een reden waarom de ongelooflijk slechte geleiding van zwavel 

geen grote rol speelt; reacties vinden plaats op moleculair niveau, zonder elektron 

geleiding door de vaste stof. In eenvoudigere woorden; het actieve materiaal vindt 

zijn weg naar de elektrode/elektronen, waar normaal de elektronen diffunderen 

door het actieve materiaal. 

In situ onderzoek van batterijen vormt een essentieel onderdeel van 

batterijonderzoek. Het wordt gedaan zonder de cel te demonteren en kan ook 

worden uitgevoerd op een werkende cel (operando). Dit in tegenstelling tot post-

mortem onderzoek, waarbij de batterij wordt aangetast en niet functioneert op het 

moment van meten. Om in situ metingen uit te voeren, moet de cel echter 

compatibel zijn met de methode, wat in de meeste gevallen betekent dat de 

standaardcel moet worden aangepast. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een uitgebreid 

overzicht gegeven van in situ technieken en cel-ontwerpen, met de focus op recente 

resultaten en ontwikkelingen. De beperkingen die de technieken hebben en de 

impact van de cel aanpassingen worden kritisch besproken. Uit het overzicht blijkt 
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dat veel in situ methoden vergelijkbare eisen stellen aan het cel-ontwerp, waardoor 

verschillende technieken in serie kunnen worden toegepast om meer informatie te 

verkrijgen. De meest opvallende recente ontwikkeling is de opkomst van in situ 

transmissie elektronen-microscopie, wat een nieuw onderzoeksgebied opent voor 

het onderzoeken van (werkende) batterijen op nanoschaal. De verkregen 

resultaten, hoe waardevol ze ook zijn, moeten echter kritisch worden 

geïnterpreteerd vanwege de speciale eisen bij het toepassen van een 

elektronenmicroscoop, die alleen het gebruik van vacuümbestendige 

nanobatterijen toestaat. 

De opgebouwde kennis over lithium-zwavel technologie en operando-

metingen is gecombineerd in hoofdstuk 4. Neutronen diepte-profilering is gekozen 

op basis van het vermogen om de lithiumconcentratie in zowel de elektrode als de 

elektrolyt te meten, wat een groot voordeel is voor een systeem waarbij de actieve 

materiaal zich niet alleen beperkt tot het elektrodegebied. De metingen tijdens 

batterij-ontlading lieten expliciet de polysulfide-diffusie in en uit de elektrode zien, 

en de polysulfide adsorptie op metaaloxidedeeltjes in de batterij. De observatie 

bevestigde experimenteel de huidige theorie over het lithiërings mechanisme van 

lithium-zwavel cellen en gaf direct bewijs voor de tegenwoordig toegepaste 

optimalisatie-technieken op basis van chemische adsorptie van actief materiaal. 

In hoofdstuk 5 is een andere benadering gekozen om de energiedichtheid 

van batterijen te verhogen. In plaats van het concentreren op elektrodematerialen, 

richt het onderzoek zich op het productieproces van elektroden; een soort 

elektrochemische engineering. De energiedichtheid op cel-niveau kan worden 

verhoogd door de elektrode-dikte te vergroten, omdat dit de verhouding van 

actieve en inactieve materialen in de batterij verhoogt. De dikte wordt momenteel 

beperkt door de mechanische integriteit van de elektrode, evenals de beperkte 

ionische geleiding door de elektrode. Daarom werd een methode gepresenteerd op 

basis van een proces dat polymeer fase-inversie wordt genoemd. Het gebruikt ver 

ontwikkelde polymeer-membraan technologie en is zeer vergelijkbaar met de 

huidige natte verwerkingstechnieken. De kleine aanpassing op de conventionele 

methode door het gebruik van een anti-oplosmiddel om het polymeer bindmiddel 

te laten stollen, in plaats van drogen, heeft echter grote positieve effecten op het 

gebied van elektrode flexibiliteit en elektrochemische prestaties. De goede 

prestaties van de dikke elektroden bleken een effect te zijn van de sterk onderling 

verbonden porositeit, dat de ionische geleiding in de elektrode verbetert, en de 

homogene verdeling van het polymere bindmiddel, dat de elektroden hun 

flexibiliteit geeft maar ook de elektronische geleidbaarheid verhoogt vanwege het 

verbeterde fysieke contact van het elektrodemateriaal door de gehele laag. 
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